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Abstract 
Most of previous studies on mining association rules are single dimensional ones 
and are at single concept level. However, the more useful or interesting associa-
tion rules can be found with the multi-levels using data cube, which is one of the 
popular structures in OLAP. A new algorithm, is proposed for mining multi-level 
association rules using data cubes. This algorithm is called as mL-layered-search 
and its performance is also studied. 
MoreoVer, two thresholds, the minimum support and minimum confidence 
thresholds, are necessary to mine association rules in most previous studies. But 
it is very difficult for users to set these two thresholds to obtain the result they 
required. If these thresholds are set too small, too many rules will be mined. 
It is difficult to select the information. If these thresholds are set too large, 
there may not be any result. Users would not have much idea about how large 
the thresholds should be. Here we study an approach where the user can set 
a threshold on the amount of results instead of the thresholds. Since the most 
step in the mining of association rules is the discovery of large itemsets, and 
other problems such as mining correlations or subspace clustering also depend 
ii 
on this step, mining itemsets is an interesting problem. We assume users would 
specify N, the number of itemsets to be mined and we shall return the N itemsets 
with the greatest supports. Two new algorithms, which are Itemset-Loop and 
Itemset-iLoop, are proposed to mine a set of interesting itemsets how many the 
users required. They find A^itemsets and use the iterative loop-back approach for 














提出兩個新的萁法，分別為「疊接式尋找法」 ( itemset-iLoop)#「層疊式尋找 
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Nowadays, the number of available databases, which is available for commercial, 
industrial, medical and other applications, is growing very rapidly. For many 
applications, it is necessary to mine the useful and interesting information from 
the numerous data from databases. The process is called Data Mining. 
Data mining, which is also called the knowledge discovery in databases (KDD), 
is a process of nontrivial extraction of implicit, previously unknown, and poten-
tially useful information. The process of KDD includes several steps and they 
ai�e data selection, preprocessing, transformation, data mining and interpreta-
tion of the results [9]. Besides, there are many kinds of information mined from 
databases such as association [3, 12, 22], clustering [1] etc. 
1.1 Data Mining Tasks 
There are many interesting studies on knowledge discovery in databases. These 
studies cover a variety of data mining tasks and find different kinds of knowledge. 
According to [5, 25, 21], these studies can be categorized into several tasks and 
1 
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these tasks are briefly described in this section. 
1.1.1 Characterization 
Characterization is a task to generalize the relevant data with the same kind of 
characteristics. It is also the summarization of a set of task-relevant data into a 
relation. Then, it can be used for extraction of characteristic rules. This kind of 
rules presents the characteristics of the data set. For example, the symptoms of 
a specific disease can be summarized by a set of characteristic rules. 
1.1.2 Discrimination 
Discrimination is to discover the features or properties that distinguish the class 
being examined from other classes. A set of discriminant rules, which summa-
rizes the features or properties, is discovered so that we can distinguish the target 
class from other classes. For example, for distinguishing a kind of animals from 
others, a set of discriminant is used to summarize the features of that kind of 
animals so that we can distinguish it from others. 
1.1.3 Classification 
Classification is to categorize the data into one of a set of known classes. The 
major characteristics of classification is that there is a well-defined definition of 
classes. A set of training data is given and analyzed. And a classification model 
is constructed based on the features of the data in the training set. A set of clas-
sification rules is generated from the classification model for the classification of 
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the future data. 
1.1.4 Clustering 
Clustering is a task to identify classes for a set of unclassified objects based on 
their attributes. The objects are so clustered that intraclass similarities are max-
imized. After clustering objects, their features are summarized to from the class 
description. It is different from classification in that it does not depend on a 
predefined set of classes. 
1.1.5 Prediction 
Prediction is the estimation of the possible values of some missing data or the, 
value distribution of certain attributes in a set of objects. This involves finding 
the set of attributes, which is relevant to the attribute of interest, for building a 
model for prediction. And the value is predicted, which is based on a set of data 
similar to the selected object. 
1.1.6 Description 
Description is a task of describing what happens in a complicated database. The 
description is used for users to understand the people, products or processes that 
produced the data in the first place. And it gives an explanation for the behavior 
of them. 
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1.1.7 Association Rule Mining 
Association rule mining is the discovery of associations between objects. An asso-
ciation rule is in form of "AiA.. .AAi =^ BiA...AB/^ where Ai,. . . , A{, Bi,. . . , Bj C 
I and / is a set of items. This means that items Bi,..., and Bj will appear if 
items Ai,. . . , and Ai are present. For example, assuming that there is a rule 
,,Buy(^x,candy)� Buy{x,juicey\ It means that if person "x" buys candy, he 
will very likely also buy juice. 
1.2 Motivation 
1.2.1 Motivation for Mining Multi-level Association Rules 
Using Data Cubes 
The technology grows rapidly and the amount of data is increasing explosively. 
More and more useful information can be retrieved from databases. As there is 
a lot of useful information contained in databases, there are many kinds of rules 
to be extracted, such as association rules [3, 12, 22], clustering [1], classification 
rules [15], etc. 
For mining association rules, there are many methods proposed and studied, 
including the Apriori algorithm [4] and its variations [19, 24, 27], multi-level as-
sociation rules [14, 13, 16], multi-dimensional association rules using data cubes 
17], incremental mining methods [7], quantitative association rules [28], con-
strained association rules [23], association rules with item constraints [29], and 
meta-ruled guided mining of association rules using data cubes [20] and relational 
databases [10]. 
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Data warehouses contain large amount of information which is collected from 
a variety of independent and multiple data sources. One of the media is Data 
cube [18’ 11, 2] and it is a multi-dimensional database. Every dimension repre-
sents one attribute and such an attribute is called a functional attribute [11] or 
dimension [17]. Other attributes, which are called measure attributes [18, 11], 
are chosen as metrics of interest. In this thesis, the measure attribute is also 
called cell [17]. Users can explore the specific dimension of the data cube, whose 
is 2-D, 3-D or etc, to retrieve the useful information. 
Except [17, 20], other previous works focus on single dimensional association 
rules [19, 24, 27, 4, 14, 13,16, 7，28, 10, 23, 29]. The single dimensional association 
rule involves a single distinct predicate with multiple occurrences provided that 
there is enough support and confidence. For example, 
Vx G persons,buys(x,,,biscuit,,) => buys(x,''orangejuice'') 
where x is a variable and buy(x,y) is a predicate that represents the item y is 
purchased by person x. This rule means that person x who buys biscuit also buys 
orange juice. 
We do not only extract the information involving two predicates, but we also 
want to find the relationship between more than two predicates. It cannot be 
achieved by the single dimensional association rules. 
Therefore, the multi-dimensional association rules [17, 20] are arisen. They 
involve more than one distinct predicates if these rules have enough support and 
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confidence. For example, 
Va: G persons, buys{x, ''biscuif') A buys{x, " u ; a t e r " ) � feels{x,''hungry'') 
or 
Vx G persons, income(x^ ''high'')八 /�”es(a;,，’air”）=> buys{x^''Bentz'') 
But the existing methods for mining multi-dimensional association rules using 
data cubes are single concept level ones. For example, 
Va; G persons, buys(x, "car") A income[x:,High,,) ^ buys{x, “computer^^) 
We may find that this interesting rule is too general although it may be 
meaningful. A more specific and interesting rule can be found if there is a 
concept hierarchy for each attribute. This means that there is a concept hierarchy 
tree for each attribute or dimension of data cube i.e. "Car" can be classified 
into “European Car" and "Japanese Car", and "Japanese Car" can be classified 
into "Honda" and "Civic". “European car" can be classified into "Bentz" and 
"Ferrari". Similarly, "Computer" can be classified into "Pentium II 333MHz” 
and "SUN Ultra-5_10" as shown in Figure 1.1. A more meaningful and interesting 
rule can be found, such as 
Vx e persons,buys(3;,,,Honda,,)Mncome[x,,,High") => buys{x^''PentiumII333MHz'^) 
However, direct application of the existing association rules mining methods 
19, 24, 27, 4] for mining multi-level association rules using data cubes may result 
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Figure 1.1: The concept hierarchies for "Car", "Computer" and "Income" 
in some undesirable results as presented below. 
First, large support is more likely to exist at high concept levels, such as 
European cars or Japanese cars rather than at low concept level, such as “Benz" 
or "Honda" on every attribute (every dimension of data cube). Therefore, if one 
wants to mine association rules at the primitive concept level, many useless rules 
are mined as well, especially at the high concept level. Therefore, the minimum 
support threshold for each attribute must be reduced substantially. 
Second, it is unlikely to mine many strong association rules at a primitive 
concept level because of the tiny average support for each primitive data item in 
a very large itemset. 
In order to solve this problem, different minimum support and confidence 
thresholds are applied at different concept levels for different attributes. 
Data cube is one of popular structures in OLAP. And it provides a good struc-
ture for mining multi-dimensional multi-level association rules. Although Han, 
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Kambler and Chiang proposed several methods for mining multi-dimensional as-
sociation rules [17], this kind of rules are single concept level for each dimension 
and many uninteresting or too generalized association rules are mined if they are 
applied directly on mining multi-level association rules using data cubes. 
1.2.2 Motivation for Mining 7V-most Interesting Itemsets 
One problem in rule mining is that thresholds are usually necessary to mine 
the rules mentioned before. For example, when association rules are mined, 
the support thresholds and the confidence thresholds are necessary to be given 
whether these rules are single dimensional ones or multi-dimensional ones. 
Vx G persons,buys(i:,,,biscuif,) =^ buys(x,,,orangejuice,,) 
where x is a variable and buy(x,y) is a predicate that represents the item y is 
purchased by person x. 
If it is a strong association rule, the support of itemset (huys(x, "biscuit"), 
buys(x, "orange juice,，）) is greater than the minimum support threshold and the 
confidence of this rule is also greater than the minimum confidence threshold. 
Studies on mining association rules have evolved from the use of minimum 
support thresholds and minimum confidence thresholds [3, 4] simultaneously. 
The users are required to input these two kinds of thresholds for mining the 
association rules. But it is very difficult for users to give two initial thresholds 
in the beginning. If these two kinds of thresholds are too small, thousands of 
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association rules will be mined. Otherwise, there may not be any result. The 
users do not want to meet such situation. Moreover, if there are thousands of 
rules mined, the running time can be excessively long and it is very difficult for 
users to select the useful, interesting rules or rules that they want from these 
thousands of results. Therefore, if the system can generate the number of rules 
that the users required, it is more convenient to the users. For example, if the 
users want to find 20 rules, the system will return 20 "most interesting" rules. 
The mining of association rules evolves from the use of minimum support 
thresholds and minimum confidence thresholds [3, 4]. It is quite difficult to con-
trol two thresholds for mining fixed number of rules at the same time. 
And the high confidence of a rule A � B, where A C / , B C / and / is the 
large itemset, there is a probability that it may not imply that the person buys 
A also buys B. 
For the above example, the large itemset (buys(x,，，biscuit，,）, buys(x,"orange 
juice，，）) may imply that the person x buys biscuit also probably buys orange 
juice. But it also imply that the person x may buy biscuit and orange juice at 
the same time. It may reflect the correlation between these items. 
We can observe that these two kinds of information, which are association 
rules or correlation, are based on large itemsets. The most difficult step in the 
mining of association rules is the discovery of large itemsets, and other prob-
lems such as mining correlations or subspace clustering also depend on this step. 
Therefore, mining itemsets is an interesting problem. The results are the N-most 
interesting itemsets. It is unnecessary to use minimum support thresholds and 
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minimum confidence thresholds, which is given by users, during the mining pro-
cesses. The system will adjust the thresholds automatically for mining N-most 
interesting itemset. 
1.3 Outline of the Thesis 
This thesis is organized as follows. 
In Chapter 2, we state the related work in data mining such as association 
rules, the related algorithm such as Apriori Algorithm, and the related work in 
the data warehousing including the data cube. 
In Chapter 3, we will describe the use of multi-level association rules using 
data cubes and propose algorithm to deal with this problem. Experiments on 
this subject will be described. 
In Chapter 4, we will discuss another problem which finds N-most interesting 
itemsets without using support thresholds. Two algorithms (Itemset-Loop and 
Itemset-iLoop) for this problem are studied in this chapter. Experiments on this 
subject will also be done. 
Finally, we will give a conclusion in Chapter 5. 
Chapter 2 
Survey on Previous Work 
In this chapter, we introduce some previous work related to our problems in two 
main fields, which are data mining and data warehousing. 
In Section 2.1, we introduce the data cube [11, 18, 17], which is a kind of 
multi-dimensional database. It is one of media used in data warehousing 
Section 2.2 covers the related topics in data mining. We introduce association 
rules [3, 12, 22], multi-level association rules [14, 13, 16], and multi-dimensional 
association rules using data cubes [17]. In addition, we also introduce the algo-
rithms used in mining such kind of rules, such as Apriori Algorithm [4 . 
2.1 Data Warehousing 
Data warehouses contain information that is collected from multiple, indepen-
dent data sources and integrated into a common repository for querying and 
analysis. Data warehouses are often designed for the on-line analytical process-
ing (OLAP) in which the queries aggregate large volume of data. It can be used 
to detect the trends and to find the useful information from the data. We can 
find all results of any query from the base data every time. But it is very time-
11 
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consuming and wastes many resources. Therefore, warehouses usually contain 
a large number of summary tables to speed up query processing in these envi-
ronments. These summary tables represent materialized aggregate views of the 
base data collected from the sources. The summary tables group the base data 
along various dimensions and compute various aggregate functions (which is also 
called measures) [18, 11. 
Therefore, the aggregates, such as COUNTS, SUMS or AveraGes, are used 
8]. The cube operator [11, 18, 2], is used to define several summary tables with 
one statement. 
2.1.1 Data Cube 
Data cube is a multi-dimensional database [18, 11, 2]. Every dimension repre-
sents one attribute and it is called the functional attribute [11] or dimension [17 . 
And other attributes, which are called as measure attributes [18, 11], are chosen 
as metrics of interest. In this thesis, the measure attribute is also called cell [17]. 
Users can explore the specific dimension of the data cube, such as 2-D, 3-D and 
etc to retrieve the useful information. 
For example, if there are three attributes, such as part, supplier and cus-
tomer, they are used to determine the sales together. The cell of data cube is 
"sales". Therefore, it is a 3-D in a graphical environment and is shown as Figure 
2.1. Some operation, such as G R O U P - B Y , can be used to generalize several 
attributes into one [2, 11, 18]. If the attributes of supplier and sales are grouped 
together. The 3-D environment is condensed into the 2-D one. 
Besides, data cube can be represented as the lattice framework in Figure 2.2 
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and preserving hierarchy. 
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Figure 2.1: Data Cube for part, supplier and customer 
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Figure 2.2: The eight views constructible by grouping on some of part, supplier 
and customer 
2.2 Data Mining 
In this section, we would like to review the research of data mining. Mining 
association rules is one of the hot topics in research in databases. Much useful 
information can be mined from the database by many methods studied. As there 
are lots of useful information contained in databases, there are many kinds of 
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rules to be extracted. Here we explain the meaning of the association rules [3’ 4], 
multi-level association rules [14, 13, 16] and multi-dimensional association using 
data cubes [17]. We also introduce the famous Apriori [4] algorithm for mining 
association rules and their variations. 
2.2.1 Association Rules 
One classical problem in data mining is the mining of binary association rules. 
Therefore, the association rules on large databases were proposed in [3’ 4 • 
Given a rule Buy(A) => Buy[B), where A and B are items in databases. 
This rule is interpreted as a person buys A also probably buys B. As this rule 
holds, the itemset {A, B} is large, which indicates that the probability of A and 
B exist together is greater than the minimum support threshold. Moreover, the 
rule Buy(A) =^ Buy{B) is strong provided that its confidence is high. It is de-
fined as the probability that the pattern B occurred given that the pattern A 
occurs. 
In general, the antecedent part of a rule can have more patterns and the 
consequent part has one. For example, Ai, A � � A 3 , . . . , A„ =^ B. 
The following is a formal statement of the problem [3, 4]: Let I = { i1,i2,... 
,i^ } be a set of items. Let D be a set of transactions in a database and each 
transaction T is a set of items, where T C I. A transaction T contains X , which 
is a set of items in I, if X C T. An association rule is an implication of the form 
A' ^ y , where X C / , F C / , and X fl Y = 0. The rule X 4 F has support s 
in the database D if s% of transactions in D contain X fl Y. The rule X => Y 
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holds in the database D with confidence c if c% of transactions in D that contain 
X also contain Y. 
2.2.2 Multi-level Association Rules 
In section 2.2.1, the kind of association rules is a single-level one. In [14, 13, 16， 
26], the multi-level association rules on large Database were proposed by Han 
and Fu. 
Given a rule A =^ B, where A and B are items at any level in a concept hi-
erarchy tree, i.e. in Figure 2.3, provided that A and B are at the same level, say 
level 2 [14, 13]. The support is defined as Fr{A U B), which means the number 
of tuples containing A U B divided by total number of tuples. The confidence of 
A � B is defined as the probability that pattern B occurs in database D when 
pattern A occurs in database D. 
八 . . 1 
J a p a n e s e Car E u r o p e a n Car L e v e l 2 
八 八 
Honda Crown Benz F e r r a r i ^ e v e l 3 
Figure 2.3: A taxonomy for the relevant data items in attribute "Car" 
The strong multi-level association rule A =^ B in databases implies that each 
set of ancestors of every item in A and B, if any, is large at its corresponding 
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level. And the support of " / l U 5 " is large and the confidence of M => B,, is high. 
For each concept level, there is a corresponding minimum support threshold 
and minimum confidence threshold. The transaction database is used for min-
ing this kind of rules. But the potential rules A => B, which can be mined, is 
restricted at the same level. This means that A and B are at the same level. 
The authors proposed four algorithms for mining this kind of rules, but there is 
a limitation that all predicates must lie on the same level. 
If the method for mining single level association rules applies on multi-level 
association rules directly, it will result in a lot of useless and uninteresting as-
sociation rules. Therefore, different minimum support thresholds and minimum 
confidence thresholds must be specified for different levels of every attribute. 
2.2.3 Multi-Dimensional Association Rules Using Data 
Cubes 
In paper [17], Han, Kamber, and Chiang proposed three algorithms for min-
ing multi-dimension association rules using data cubes when the data cubes are 
available. This kind of association rules are used with the single concept level 
for each dimension. 
Assuming that there is a n-dimensional data cube C and the corresponding 
dimensions are Ai, A2, ... ,A„ respectively. Each dimension represents one of 
attributes and there are |Ai| + 1 distinct attribute values for A{. Therefore, there 
are |A^ | + 1 data cells in it. The first \Ai\ cells store the individual counts of each 
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cell and the last one stores the summation of the count. 
The multi-dimensional association rule is a rule A =^ B, where antecedent 
A and consequent B each consists of one or a set of conjunctive predicates and 
{A , B} contains more than one distinct predicate. 
The support of a rule A =^ B is the number of tuple containing A and B in 
data cube C versus the total number of tuples in C. It is the probability that a 
tuple in C contains A and B at the same time. The confidence of a rule A =^ B 
is the percentage of tuples which contain A that also contains B. 
The strong multi-dimensional association rule is a rule as if the support of 
A U B is large and the confidence of A =4> B is high. 
There were three algorithms proposed in it. And they are mD-slicing, layered-
search, and a table-based Apriori algorithm. 
mD-slicing Algorithm 
The mD-slicing algorithm finds large single itemsets in each dimension and uses 
them to perform multi-dimensional slicing on the data cube. 
The parameter of Cdenotes a n-dimensional data cube with attributes Ai, A2, 
....,and An. The ^-itemset denotes an itemset having k items. L^ represents the 
set of large /^-itemsets, and Ck represents the set of candidate A;-itemsets which 
is potentially large respectively. First, the large !-itemsets are found for the 
corresponding dimension by searching the corresponding 1-D space of the data 
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Algorithm 2.1 mD-slicing algorithm 
1 for each dimension A{, find large 1-itemset, i.e., ^i,(4,) = 
find-large_l-itemsets( C,Ai); 
2 Li = UiLi,A); 
3 for (k=2; check.candidate(Lk-i) / 0;k++){ 
4 find large A i^temsets in the intersection of the corresponding (k-l) dimensions, 
i.e., Lk = findJargeJtemsets(C,k)]} 
5 L = UkLk; 
6 R = rule-gen{L^ minxonf); 
7 return {R}; 
Figure 2.4: The mD-slicing Algorithm 
cube C. After finding the large 1-itemsets, we can find the candidate 2-itemsets 
from the intersection of two different dimension vectors. Similarly, each large k-
itemset can be generated from its corresponding (A:-^)-itemsets. The candidate k-
itemsets can be produced from the intersection of two different dimension vectors 
is Ljt-i. If the intersection is not empty, the large A;-itemsets set can be found in 
this candidate /^-itemsets set. After finding all A:-itemsets, we can generate the 
rules with the function rule_gen. 
Layered-search Algorithm 
The layered-search algorithm searches from the 1-D space (a summary layer) 
down to the n-D space (data cells) of the data cube to collect large itemsets. 
Algorithm 2.2 layered-search 
1 for {k=l;k < n) and {Lk-i * 0; k++) { 
2 Lk = findJargeJtemsets( C,k);} 
3 L = UkLk; 
4 R = rule-gen(L^ minxonf)-, 
5 return {R}; 
Figure 2.5: The layered-search Algorithm 
The variables of C, and Lk are the same as described above. We find the 
large )-itemsets at the 1-D space for all dimension vectors. Then we find the 
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large �-itemsets from the large (^-i)-itemsets which were found. However, if 
there were no large A;-itemset found in the k-D space, there were no chance to 
find any {k^j)-itemset (for j > 0) based on the principle of Apriori algorithm. 
This is because each of subset of a large itemset itemset must be large in Apriori 
algorithm. Finally, the rules are generated with the function rule_gen. 
Table-based Apriori Algorithm 
A table-based Apriori algorithm, which is similar to the Apriori algorithm, is 
described in figure 2.6. It searches from the 1-D space down to the n-D space 
to find large itemsets with the use of candidate itemsets. The only difference 
is that no pairs will be generated for any itemsets in the same dimension. The 
more detail for Apriori algorithm will be introduced in section 2.2.4. 
Algorithm 2.3 table-apriori 
1 L\ — findJargeAJtemsets( C) 
2 for (k=2; Lk-i 7^  0;k++) { 
3 Ck = aporiori-gen(Lk-i)', 
4 Lk = findJargeJtemsets(C,k,Ck)\ } 
5 L = UkLk; 
6 R = rule.gen(L^ minjconf); 
7 return {i?}; 
Figure 2.6: The table-base Apriori Algorithm 
2.2.4 Apriori Algorithm 
The Apriori algorithm was proposed in [4] and is used for finding all large item-
sets. The problem of mining association rules can be divided into two subprob-
lems. 
1. Find all sets of itemsets that have enough support. This means that finding 
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Algorithm 2.4 Apriori 
1 Li = {large 1-itemsets}; 
2 for (A;=2; Lk-i ^ 0； A:++) do begin 
3 Ck = apriori-gen(Z/A:_i); / / New candidates 
4 forall transaction t G V do begin 
5 Ct = subset(Cfc,t); / / Candidate contained in t 
6 forall candidates c G Ct do 
7 c.count++; 
8 end 
9 Lk = {c G Ck I c.count < minsup } 
10 end 
11 Answer = \Jj^  Lk； 
Figure 2.7: The Apriori Algorithm 
all itemsets whost support is larger than the predefined minimum support 
threshold. 
2. Then, the strong association rules can be found by using these large item-
sets. These rules must have enough confidence which is larger than the 
predefined confidence threshold. 
Since the step 2 is straightforward, we will concentrate on the step 1. The 
Apriori algorithm, which is given for solving Step 1, is shown in Figure 2.7. 
The A;-itemset denotes an itemset having k items. Lk represents the set of 
large /？-itemsets, and Ck represents the set of candidate A;-itemsets which is po-
tentially large respectively. The algorithm makes multiple passes over the data. 
Each pass consists of two phases. First, the set of all large (k-l^-itemsets, Lk_i, 
found in the (k-l)th pass, is used to generate the candidate itemsets, Ck. The 
algorithm scans the data now. For each record, it determines which of the can-
didates in Ck are contained in the record using an hash-tree as data structure. 
At the end, the large /^-itemsets are found by examining the candidate itemsets, 
Ck-
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There are two steps to achieve the generation of large (k+l)-itemsets from 
A;-itemsets. They are join step and prune step. 
The join step is as following, 
insert into Ck+i 
select p.item1,p.item2, ".,p.itemk, q.iteruk 
from LkP, Lkq 
where p.itemi = q.iterrii, ...,p.itemk-i = q.itemk-i,p.itemk < q.itenik； 
Next, in the prune step, all itemsets c G Ck+i, where some A;-subset of c is 
not in Lk, are deleted. 
Chapter 3 
Mining Multi-level Association 
Rules Using Data Cubes 
In this chapter, we introduce the multi-level concept with a hierarchy tree, a data 
cube together with the model representation, and the method for mining multi-
level association rules using data cube proposed. And this kind of the data cube 
is a multi-dimensional database. In addition, the algorithm mL-layered-search 
is proposed and there are examples for the illustration of this algorithm in this 
chapter as well. The performance of this method is also studied. 
3.1 Use of Multi-level Concept 
3.1.1 Multi-level Concept 
Every item can be put into the corresponding category and form a larger group. 
Therefore, we do not only find the interesting information from the existing 
items, but also we can find the interesting and meaningful information in term 
of group. In this section, we describe one of representation, a concept hierarchy 
22 
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tree. 
Hierarchy Tree 
There are many methods to represent the multiple level concept and one of them 
is a concept hierarchy tree. It is a tree or lattice structure that organizes concepts 
in a dimension into a partial order such that those in levels closer to the root are 
more general than those closer to the leaf nodes. 
For example, in Figure 3.1, we can observe that "Car" category includes the 
"Japanese Car" category and the "European Car" category. And the "Japanese 
Car" category can be divided into the "Honda" category and the "Crown" cate-
gory while the "European Car" category can be divided into the ”Benz” category 
and the "Ferrari" category. 
/
ar Comgi^t^ Income Level 1 
\ A 八 
Japanese Car European Car PC Workstation High Low Level 2 
A八!\八 
Honda Crovm Benz Ferrari 486 Pentium ii SGi 02 ,„ ^™, ,„ Level 3 
333MHz 瞧 5」。 
Figure 3.1: The concept hierarchies for "Car", "Computer" and "Income" 
3.1.2 Criteria of Using Multi-level Concept 
Since the hierarchy tree is used to organize concepts in a dimension into a par-
tial order such that those in levels closer to the root are more general than those 
closer to the leaf nodes and they are necessary to group together as a larger 
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category at a higher level, items which belong to the same group should be put 
next to each other. 
Hence, it is convenient to represent the kind of category and counting the 
support of the corresponding category. 
3.1.3 Use of Multi-level Concept in Association Rules 
Mining single-dimensional association rules may introduce rules which are too 
general. A more specific and interesting rule can be found if there is a concept 
hierarchy for each attribute. This means that there is a concept hierarchy for 
each attribute or dimension of data cube. i.e. "Car" can classify into "European 
Car" and "Japanese Car", and "Japanese Car" can classify into "Honda" and 
"Civic". "European car" can classifies into "Bentz" and "Ferrari". "Computer" 
can classify into "Pentium II 333MHz” and "SUN Ultra-5_10" as shown in Figure 
3.1. A more meaningful and interesting rule can be found, such as 
Va: G persons,buys(x,''Honda'')Mncome(x,''High'')今 buys(x, “PentiumIimMHz'') 
This means that the person x who buys Honda car and his income is high, 
then he will probably buy Pentium II 333 MHz computer. 
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3.2 Use of Data Cube 
3.2.1 Data Cube 
In this section, we introduce the model representation used for a data cube. 
As described in Section 2.1.1, a data cube is a multi-dimensional database and 
every dimension represents one attribute. This attribute is called the functional 
attribute or dimension. The other attributes, measure attributes, are chosen as 
metrics of interest. 
Model Representation 
The following model is one of model used in OLAP and there is one more at-
tribute value for the sum value in every dimension. 
A n-dimensional data cube, C[/I1,A2,...,AJ is defined as follows [17], 
1. A1,A2,..., An represent n attributes or dimensions. 
2. Each dimension of the cube, A ,^ contains \A^\ + 1 rows. And \A^\ is the 
number of distinct values in dimension A{. The first \Ai\ rows store the 
data and the (|Ai| + l)-st row stores the summation of the counts of the 
corresponding columns of the above rows. The first \Ai\ rows are called 
data rows and the (|Ai| + l)-st row is called sum row. 
3. A data cell in the cube, C[a1,a2, . . . ,aJ, stores the count of the correspond-
ing tuple of initial relation, r{Ai = a1,A2 = a2,..., A^ = an,count). 
4. A sum cell in the cube, C[a1,a2,..., an-i,5wm], is the sum of the counts of 
the tuples which have the same values for columns except the n-th column. 
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i.e. r(Ai = a1,A2 = «2, - - ,^n- i = a^_i,*,cown^). The sum is represented 
by *or ALL. 
5. An n-dimensional data cube can be considered as a collection of n+1 kinds 
of relations which are 0-D space, 1-D space, ... , n-l-B space and n-D 
space. The n-D space contains no any *. The n-l-D space contains one 
* in the dimension columns such as r ( * , a 2 , ...,an,count) and this means 
that there is one summation layer. The 0-D space contains all * such as 
r(*, * , . . . , � � c o u n t ) . 
6. There is a table for containing the information of the concept hierarchy. 
Since it is necessary to mine the multi-level association rules, there are 
one or more than one level in all attributes. Assuming that there are 
m levels for one of dimensions and one of paths in the concept hierarchy 
is {61,62, .. . ,6^_i,6^}, then the corresponding item or the corresponding 
group of items in level m-1 is {b^-i}. The corresponding group of items 
level 1 and level 2 are {61} and {62} respectively. 
Therefore, the total sum of a group of items, totalcounthy.h ,^iy.iz,j2-.Hi can be 
computed by 
S C[h,i,f. 
^1 <h<h3 ,ii <i<i3 ,i2 <j<j4 
3.2.2 Mining Multi-level Association Rules Using Data 
Cubes 
The idea of multi-level association rules using data cubes comes from the multi-
level association rules [14, 13, 16] and multi-dimensional association rules using 
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data cubes [17 . 
The database to be examined in this study is based on a relational database 
rather than a transaction database. For the transaction databases, they contain 
a set of transactions and the rules to be mined are related to one predicate. A re-
lational database represents the relationships among multiple attributes and/or 
relations. And rules to be mined are naturally associated with multiple dimen-
sions. 
To study the mining of association rules from a data cube, we assume that 
there is an n-dimensional data cube, C, which contains n dimensions A1,A2,...’ A^ 
(functional attributes). Each dimension represents one attribute. Each cube 
data cell (measure attribute) stores the number of tuples which matches the cor-
responding n-dimensional attribute values. In the original cube structure, there 
is a special sum cell to be added in each dimension. It means that if there are 
A\ distinct attributes in the z-th dimension, the ( � + l)-st row is the corre-
sponding sum. 
For each attribute, the concept hierarchy tree is used to represent each item 
or the corresponding group/category of items. If there are three levels in at-
tributes Ai, i.e. the representation of items or group of items in attribute A2 at 
level 1’ level 2, level 3 are {a}，{b} and {d } respectively in Figure 3.2. 
Therefore, the kind of rules are mined as follows, 
W , { / } � { m } 
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Figure 3.2: An example of concept hierarchies with three attributes 
and 
W,{O^ M 
Mining multi-level association rules in large databases is the relation between 
predicates on the same level while mining multi-level association rules using data 
cubes is the relation between different dimensions with the corresponding con-
cept hierarchy. 
3.2.3 Definition 
The definition is defined in this section. The definitions 1, 2, and 3 are similar 
to ones in [4]. And the definition 6 is similar to one in [14’ 16 . 
Definition 1 The multi-level association rules in data cubes are in form of 
A 1 , A 2 , . . . , A i =^ B, where A i C A , " A2 C A , ” ... , A , C A, . , B C A , , , 
“ + i2 + ... + ii + ij and � “ � , ” … , ^ “ � a n d A^ ^ have their multiple level 
concept hierarchy. 
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Definition 2 The support of the multi-level association rules in a data cube 
^ => B is the number of tuples in a data cube C containing both A and B 
versus the total number of tuples in a data cube C (i.e. Pr(A U B)). 
Different support thresholds can be specified for different levels in one at-
tribute (dimension). And the support threshold for level i of attribute j is rep-
resented by minsupi{Aj). 
The support threshold for the specific level of a data cube is the mini-
mum of all support thresholds within all dimensions at that level. For exam-
ple, the minimum level support at level i is denoted by levelsupi, which is 
min(minsupi(^j)), Vj at level i. 
The rule, which is found, is confined by the minimum of all support thresh-
olds at that level, i.e. at levelsupi. 
In general, the number of levels is not the same among all attributes. If the 
attributes Ai and Aj have three and four levels respectively, the lowest level is 
used when there are not enough levels. For example, the levelsup4 is the mini-
mum of minsup3(Ai) and minsup4{Aj), which is at level 4. 
Definition 3 The confidence of of a rule A ^ B is the percentage of tuples 
which contains A that also contains B, i.e. "Pr(5|A)" where Pr(B|A) is the 
probability that a tuple in a data cube C contains pattern B under the condi-
tion that it contains A. 
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For every level of attribute Ai, there are corresponding confidence thresholds. 
And this confidence threshold is used to confine the rules so that they are reason-
ably interesting. All rules, which are found, must be not less than the minimum 
of all confidence thresholds within all dimensions at that level. The minimum 
confidence threshold at level i of attribute j is denoted by minconf^Aj). And 
the minimum confidence threshold at level i among all attributes is denoted by 
levelconfi, which is min(minconf^(Aj))yj. 
In general, the number of levels is not the same among all attributes. If the 
attributes Ai and Aj have three and four levels respectively, the lowest level is 
used when there is not enough levels. For example, the levelc0nf4 is the mini-
mum of minconfs(Ai) and minc0nf4(Aj) at level 4. 
Definition 4 A l-k-itemset is a set of items containing k conjunctive predicates 
at level /• If there exists an attribute Aj which has less than 1 levels, the lowest 
level is used for instead of level /. It is large if its support is no less than the 
minimum level support threshold at the corresponding level, levelsupi. 
Definition 5 The confidence of a rule A =^ B is high if its confidence is no less 
than minimum of all confidence thresholds for all attributes at the corresponding 
level, levelconfi 
Definition 6 A multi-level association rule using data cubes A =^ B is strong 
if and only if the support of (AUB) is large and the confidence of A =^ B is high. 
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Definition 7 A multi-level association rule using data cubes A ^ B is stronger 
if and only if it is strong and all rules containing their ancestors at the corre-
sponding high level item are strong. 
For example, referring to Figure 3.2’ the rule {¢/},(¾} =|> {y} is stronger if 
and only if {d}, { z } � { y } is strong in level 3’ and {6}, {g} =^ { n } is strong in 
level 2, and {a } , { / } =^ { m } is strong in level 1. 
3.3 Method for Mining Multi-level Association 
Rules Using Data Cubes 
In this section, we describe the method proposed for mining association rules 
using data cube. 
For mining the multi-level associations in data cubes, we need consider that 
there are one or more levels in all attributes. 
The process of mining association rules is expected to first discover large 
itemsets and strong association rules at the top-most concept level for all at-
tributes. The top-down progressive deepening method is used on every level. It 
is supposed that the minimum support and minimum confidence thresholds of 
level / for each dimension is given. 
First, we need find the large 1-1-itemset (the large 1-itemset at level 1), such 
as {Car(100%)}, {Income(100%)} and {Computer(100%)} in Figure 3.1. After 
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finding large 1-1-itemset, we can find the large 1-2-itemset (the large 2-itemset 
at level 1), such as {Car, Computer (100%)}. Then, the large 1-3-itemset can 
also be found, such as {Car, Income, Computer (100%)}. Therefore, large l-k-
itemset, where k < d, can be found provided that there are d dimensions. 
After exploring the level 1, the second procedure is to explore the level 2. It 
is similar to the steps at level 1. First, we find the large 2-1-itemset, such as {PC 
(60%)} and {European Car (40%)}. Then, we can find the large 2-2-itemset such 
as {PC , Japanese Car (30%)}, and so on. We can find the large 2-c?-itemset if 
it is a cf-dimensional data cube. 
For easy interpretation of an item or a group of item, the numerical value is 
used. In Figure 3.3, the Car is coded as，T at level 1. The Japanese Car and 
European Car are coded as "2" and "3" at level 2 respectively. At level 3, the 
Honda and Ferrari are coded as "5" and "7" respectively. 
八 i\ 一 " 
Japanese Car European Car 2 3 , , 。 
八 八 i r 
Honda Crown Benz Ferrari ^ ^ 6 1 Level 3 
Figure 3.3: A taxonomy for the relevant data items in attribute "Car" 
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3.3.1 Algorithm 
The proposed algorithm is similar to the layered-search proposed by Han, Kam-
ber, and Chiang in [17 . 
An algorithm for mining multi-level association rules using data cubes has 
the following inputs, output and data structure used. 
Data Structure The data cube C contains all elements using the model 
described in Section 3.2.1. 
Inputs: 
• A n-dimensional data cube C[^1,A2,. . . ,AJ with all summary layers pre-
computed. 
• A concept hierarchy table with level i. 
• the minimum support threshold and the minimum confidence threshold for 
every level of every attribute, {minsupi(Aj)), {minconfi(Aj)), Vz, j. 
Outputs: R and Rr, which are the set of strong and stronger multi-level 
association rules associated with the cube respectively. 
Methods: The idea of this method is to find the large /-1 itemsets with the 
corresponding level support {levelsupi) first followed by other large /-A;-itemset 
at level 1 where k = 2, ...’ n. After exploring the level /, the level /+1 will be 
searched until level d, where d is the primitive level. And it is started from level 1. 
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Algorithm: 
Algorithm 3.1 mL-layered-search 
1 for (V/eve/ 1, k=l; (k < n)-k++) { 
2 levelsupi = min(minsupi{Ai))^i 
3 Li’k = findJargeJtemsets{C^ /, k, levelsupi)\ } 
4 L = ULi,k; 
5 for (yievel /, z=l, {i < n);i++) 
6 levelconfi = min{minconfi (Aj)); 
7 R=gen_rule[L,levelconfi)yi., 
8 RY=gen-stronger_rule[L, /eue/ccm//)V/; 
9 return {R and Rr}; 
The functions, which are used in Algorithm 3.1, are described as below. 
1. findJarge.itemsets(C, /, /c, levelsupi) is the function to search for large 
l-k-itemsets with the corresponding k-D space , data cube C and the cor-
responding level support threshold levelsupi at level L In level 1, the corre-
sponding summary layer, which contains the items in that A:-itemsets, will 
be searched. If their support is greater than the minimum support of level 
1. It will be put into the l-k-iiemset. 
2. genjrule{L^ levelconfi) is the function to generate the rule with the min-
imum level confidence threshold levelconfi at level 1. It scans the corre-
sponding summary layer k with the large /-A:-itemsets at level /. Then the 
confidence of a rule with /-^-itemset is counted and compared with the 
minimum confidence threshold in that level. 
3. gen.stronger.rule[L, levelcon//) is the function to generate the rule with 
the minimum level confidence threshold levelconfi together with all large 
itemsets. The stronger rule must be in the lowest level as all rules of 
their ancestors must be strong. Therefore, when a set of stronger multi-
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level association rules using data cubes is found, they are scanned to check 
whether all rules containing their all ancestors of each items are present or 
not. If all rules with their ancestors are present. It will be put into the set 
of stronger association rules. 
3.3.2 Example 
Example 1 Supposing there is a 3-dimensional data cube C ,which contains 
three dimensions A1,A2 and A3. Ai and A3 have four distinct data values 
({4,5,6,7}) and A2 has three distinct data values ({4,5,6}) in Table 3.1. The 
corresponding summary layer 2-D, 1-D and 0-D in Tables 3.2, 3.3, 3.4 respec-
tively. The concept level hierarchy is in Figure 3.4 and the data cells and the 
summary layers at level 2 are in Tables 3.5, 3.6, 3.7 and 3.8 respectively. The 
data cells and the summary layers at level 1 are in Tables 3.9, 3.10, 3.11 and 3.12 
respectively. 
八 八 八 一 1 
l\l\ 八 1 八 / 「 
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A1 A2 A3 
Figure 3.4: The concept hierarchy level for A1,A2,andA3 
At level 3, a tuple r(4,4,5,80) is a 3-D space original data cell, r(4,4,*,200) 
is a 2-D space original data cell, r(4,*,*,600) is a 1-D space original data cell, 
r(*,*,*,1100) is a 0-D space original data cell. 
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Ai A2 As count 
4 ~ l E~ 80 
4 ~1 7~ 120 
4 5 4 — 50 
4 ~ 5 ~ 5 200~ 
4 ~T~ 6 5 0 ~ 
4 ~T~ 4 2 0 ~ 
4 ~6 ~ 80 
5 " T ~ 5 1 4 � 
5 ~T~ 7 6 0 ~ 
5 ~ T ~ 5 3 0 ~ 
5 ~5 ^ 20 
5 ~6 7~ 150 
~6 4 5~ 80 
7 4 6 20 
Table 3.1: Original 3-D data cells (at level 3) 
At level 2, the tuple r(2,2,2,500) is a 3-D space cell together with the hierar-
chy representation. Therefore, the tuples r(2,2,*,750) and r(2,*,*,1000) are the 
2-D space cell and 1-D space cell at level 2 respectively. The tuple r(*,*,*,1100) 
is a 0-D space original data cell. 
Similarly, thetuples r(l,l,l,1100), r(l,l,*,1100), r(l,*,*,1100) and r(*,*,*,1100) 
are the 3-D space cell, 2-D space cell, 1-D space cell and 0-D space cell at level 
1 respectively. 
We can observe that the data cells are the same in 0-D summary layers of all 
levels and in all summary layers at level 1. 
Example 2 Supposing that the data cube is given as in Example 1. Let the 
minimum support threshold for level 3 of all attributes Vi,minsup3(A^) is 0.1, 
the minimum support threshold for level 2 of all attributes Vz, minsup2(Ai) is 0.2 
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Aj A2 A3 count 
4 4 * 200 
4 " T ~ * 3 0厂 
4 ~ 6 ~ * 100 
5 4 ~ 200 
5 5 " ^ 50 
5 ~ ^ * 15厂 
6 ~T~ * 8 0 ~ 
7 ~T~ * 2 6 ~ 
4 ^ ^ 4 7 0 ~ 
4 ~ ^ 5 280 “ 
4 ~ ^ 6 50 “ 
4 ^ ^ 7 200 “ 
5 “ ^ 5 170 “ 
~ 5 ~ ~ * ^ 20 
~ 5 ~ ~ * 7~ 210 
6 “ ^ 5 80 “ 
7 " “ ^ 6 20 “ 
* ~ T ~ 5 300 “ 
* ~ T ~ 6 20 “ 
* " T ~ 7 180 “ 
* T " 4 50 “ 
~ ~ ~ 5 ~ ~ ^ 230 
~ ~ ~ 5 " ~ ~ 6 W~ 
* ~Q~ 4 20 “ 
* 厂 7 ~~23r~ 
Table 3.2: Original 2-D summary layer (at level 3) 
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Aj A2 A3 count 
4 ~ ^ * 600 
5 " ^ * 4 0 � 
~6 ~ * 80 
~^ ~ * 20 
~ V~ * 500 
* T " * 350 
* ~6 ~ 250 
* ~ r ~ 70 
~ ~ ~ * ~ ~ 5 ~ 530 
~ * ^ 90 
* * 7 410 
Table 3.3: Original 1-D summary layer (at level 3) 
Ai A2 A3 count 
* * * 1100 
Table 3.4: Original 0-D summary layer (at Level 3) 
Aj A2 A3 count 
2 2 2 500 
2 ~ Y ~ 3 25Q~ 
2 3 2 20 
2 3 3 230 
3 2 2 80 
3 2 3 2 0 ~ 
Table 3.5: 3-D data cells at level 2 
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Ai A2 A3 count 
2 " T ~ * 7 5 � 
2 ~ 3 ~ * 250~ 
~3 ¥~ * 100 
~2 ~ 2 520 
^ ~ ~ * ^ 480 
3 " ^ 2 8 0 ~ 
3 ~ ^ 3 20 
* ~T~ 2 580 
~ ~ ~ 2 ~ ~ T " 270 
~ 3~ 2 20 
* 3 3 230 
Table 3.6: 2-D summary layer at level 2 
Ai A2 A^ count 
2 ~ i r - * 100T" 
~ 3 ~ ~ * ~ 100 
~ ~ ~ 2 ~ 850 
~ ~ ~ 3 ~ 250 
* ~ ¥~ 600 
* * 3 500 
Table 3.7: 1-D summary layer at level 2 
Ai A2 As count 
* * * 1100 
Table 3.8: 0-D summary layer at level 2 
Aj A2 A3 count 
1 1 1 n o [ 
Table 3.9: 3-D data cells at level 1 
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Ai A2 A3 count 
1 ~ T ~ * l l6F" 
1 ~ ^ 1 1100 “ 
* 1 1 1100 “ 
Table 3.10: 2-D summary layer at level 1 
Ai A2 A3 count 
1 ~ ^ * 1100 “ 
* ~ T ~ * 1100 -
* * 1 1100 _ 
Table 3.11: 1-D summary layer at level 1 
and the minimum support yi,minsupl(A^) of level 1 is 0.3. The minimum con-
fidence threshold for level 1 {minconfi(Ai)), level 2 (minc0nf2(Ai)), and level 
3 (minc0nf3(Ai)) of all attributes are 0.9, 0.9 and 0.8 respectively. Therefore, 
the level support thresholds for level 1 (levelsupi), for level 2 {levelsup2) and 
for level 3 {levelsup3) are 0.3, 0.2 and 0.1 respectively. And the level confidence 
thresholds for level 1 (levelconfi), level 2 {levelc0nf2) and level 3 {levelc0nf3) 
are 0.9, 0.9 and 0.8 respectively. 
Following the algorithm 3.1, the mining procedure is as follows, 
1. In level 1, search through the 1-D space with the concept level hierarchies 
of cube C and levelsupi 
Ai A2 A3 count 
* * * 1100 _ 
Table 3.12: 0-D summary layer at level 1 
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Li’i = {(l,*,*,1100), (*,l,*,1100), (*,*,l,1100)} 
Search through the 2-D space with the concept level hierarchies of cube C 
and levelsupi 
Li,2 = {(1,1,*,1100), (1,*,1,1100), (*,1,1,1100)} 
Search through the 3-D space with the concept level hierarchies of cube C 
and levelsupi 
Li,3 = {(1,1,1,1100), (1,1,1,1100)’ (1,1,1,1100)} 
2. In level 2, search through the 1-D space with the concept level hierarchies 
of cube C and levelsup2 
L2,1 = {(2,*,*,1000), (*,2,*,850), (*,3,*,250), (*,*,2,600), (*,*,3,500)} 
Search through the 2-D space with the concept level hierarchies of cube C 
and levelsup2 
L2,2 = {(2,2,*,750), (2,3,*,250), (2,*,2,520), (2,*,3,480), (*,2,2,580), (*,2,3,270), 
(*,3,3,230)} 
Search through the 3-D space with the concept level hierarchies of cube C 
and levelsup2 
^2,3 = {(2,2,2,500),(2,2,3,250),(2,3,3,230)} 
3. In level 3, search through the 1-D space with the concept level hierarchies 
of cube C and levelsup3 
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Ls,i = { (5 ,* ,* ,400) , (4,*,*,600), (* ,4,*,500), (* ,5,* ,350) , (* ,6,*,250), (*,*,5,530), 
(* ,* ,7 ,410) } 
Search through the 2-D space with the concept level hierarchies of cube C 
and levelsup3 
L3,2 = { (5 ,4 ,* ,200) , (5,6,*,150), (5,*,5,170), (5,*,7,210), (4,4,*,200), (4,5,*,300), 
(4,*,5,280), (4,*,7,200), (*,4,5,300), (*,4,7,180), (* ,5,5,230), (* ,6 ,7 ,230) } 
Search through the 3-D space with the concept level hierarchies of cube C 
and levelsup3 
L3’3 = { (4 ,4 ,7 ,120) , (4,5,5,200), (5,4,5,140), (5 ,6 ,7 ,150) } 
4. After finding large /-A:-itemsets, the rule will be generated by checking the 
corresponding confidence. The results are 
3 { A 2 } => 2 { ^ 1 } [ sup=0 .23 , con f= l , l eve l 2 
It means that Item 3 in Attribute A2 implies Item 2 in Attribute Ai. 
3 {A3} =^ 2 { A i } [sup=0.44,conf=0.96, level 2； 
2 { A s } => 2 { A 2 } [sup=0.53,conf=0.97, level 2； 
3 { A 2 } => 3 {A3} [ sup-0 .21 , conf=0 .92 , leve l 2； 
2 { A i } A 2 { A 3 } 今 2 { ^ 2 } [sup=0.45 ,conf=0.96 , level 2； 
2 { A 2 } A 3 { A 2 } => 2 { A i } [ sup=0.23 ,conf=0.93 , level 2 
2 { ^ 1 } A 3 { A 2 } => 3 { A s } [sup=0.21,conf=0.92 , level 2: 
3 { A 2 } A 3 { A 3 } =^ 2 { A i } [ sup=0 .21 , con f= l , l eve l 2: 
5 { A 2 } =^ 4 { A i } [ sup=0.27,conf=0.86 , level 3: 
6 { A 2 } � 7 { A s } [sup=0.21,conf=0.92 , level 3 
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4 {Ai} A 5 {A2} => 5 {A3} [sup=0.18,conf=0.8,level 3 
5 {A2}八 5 {As} ^ 4 {Ai} [sup=0.18,conf=0.87, level 3 
5 {Ai}八 5 {A3} => 4 {A2} [sup=0.13,conf=0.82, level 3 
5 {Ai} A 6 {A2} 4 7 { A 3 } [ sup=0 .14 , conf= l , l eve l 3 
Moreover, we need not show all rules generated at level 1 because all rules 
are trivial. 
5. After finding the strong association rules, we can find the stronger associ-
ation rules. The results are 
6 {A2} =^ 7 {A3} [sup=0.21,conf=0.92, level 3 
5 { A i } A 5 { A 3 } => 4 { A 2 } [sup=0.13,conf=0.82, level 3 
For the first rule, 6 {A2} => 7 {A3}, is stronger because it is strong at level 
3 and the rules of their ancestors are also stronger. They are 3 {A2} ^ 3 
{A3} at level 2 and 1 {A2} => 1 {A3} at level 1. 
Similarly, the second rule, 5 {Ai} A 5 {A3} ^ 4 {A2} , is stronger because 
it is strong at level 3 and the rules of their ancestors are also stronger. 
They are 2 { A i }八 2 { � } =^ 2 {A2] at level 2 and 1 {Ai} A 1 {A3} ^ 1 
{A2} at level 1. 
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3.4 Experiment 
In this section, we present the performance results of the mL-Layered-Search 
algorithm. All experiments were run on a SUN ULTRA 5_10 machine running 
SunOS 5.6. The workstation has a 128MB memory. 
Since there are several factors affecting the performance of the algorithm pro-
posed, several data sets were used to examine the performance. These factors 
include the number of dimensions in data cube, the number of distinct values 
per dimension in data cube (the dimension size) and the number of tuples in 
data cube. Therefore, three data cubes with different dimensions were exam-
ined. Moreover, different size of data sets and different dimension sizes of data 
cube were studied in these three data cubes. 
There were three data cubes to be examined for the performance, which were 
3-D, 4-D and 5-D data cubes. For each kinds of data cubes, the performance of 
different dimension size was studied. And the performance of different number 
of tuples was also studied in every data cube. All simulations were run in the 
main memory and the data cubes simulated have five levels. 
3.4.1 Simulation of Data Cube by Array 
The data sets used for performance evaluation were synthetic and in Poisson 
distribution in this section. In the real world, these kinds of association rules 
can find the relation between the purchase of different items. For example, the 
person whose income is high is willing to buy "Bentz" and Pentium II 333MHz 
computer. It belongs to the binomial distribution with the total number of tu-
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ples N and the probability p. The expected number of tuples, which is given 
by a binomial distribution with parameter N and p, can be approximated by a 
Poisson distribution with mean Np provided that p is relative small. The value 
p was set 0.1 in the simulation. 
Assuming that all large /-A;-itemsets are stored in B+ tree and the data cubes 
are simulated by n-dimensional arrays. 
The minimum support thresholds used for level 1, level 2, level 3, level 4 and 
level 5 were 30%, 20%, 10%, 10% and 10% respectively, if any, for all data cubes. 
And the minimum confidence thresholds used for level 1, level 2, level 3, level 4 
and level5 were 90%, 80%, 70%, 60% and 60% respectively, if any, for all data 
cubes. 
The performance of different dimension size in 3-D data cube, 4-D data cube 
and 5-D data cube is in Figures 3.5, 3.6 and 3.7 respectively. In these simulations, 
the number of data cells used was 1000 in these three data cubes. The effect 
on the performance of increasing the number of distinct values per dimension is 
shown for these data cubes with the number of distinct values varying from 10 
to 30. 
After studying the effect on the performance of increasing the dimension size, 
the effect on varying the number of tuples was studied. The data followed the 
Poisson distribution. The number of distinct values per dimension was 30 for 
3-D, 4-D and 5-D data cubes. The results for 3-D, 4-D and 5-D data cubes are 
shown in Figures 3.8, 3.9 and 3.10 respectively. 
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Figure 3.5: Performance with the growth of the number of distinct values in 
3-D data cube (1000 data cells) 
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5-D data cube (1000 date cells) 
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Figure 3.8: Performance with the growth of the number of tuples in 3-D data 
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Figure 3.10: Performance with the growth of the number of tuples in 5-D data 
cube 
Figure 3.8 shows the relative performance of the mL-Layered-Search algo-
rithm, tested on the data 3-D data cube containing 100 to 5000 tuples. And this 
3-D data cube has 30 distinct values for each dimension. 
Figures 3.9 and 3.10 show the relative performance of increasing the number 
tuples in 4-D data cube varying 100 to 500000 and in 5-D data cube varying 100 
to 1000000 respectively. Based on the performance study, the following observa-
tions are found. 
1. The increase in the dimension size does increase the running time of the 
mL-Layered-Search algorithm. This is because each data cells are needed to 
be searched for finding large l-k-itemset for each level. Therefore, the total 
number of data cells, which are needed to be searched, is increased with 
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the increase in the dimension size. Hence, the running time is increased for 
all data cubes with different number of dimensions studied. 
2. We observe that the increase on the number of tuples in 3-D, 4-D and 5-D 
data cubes does not increase the running time of the algorithm proposed 
rapidly. This is because the data cells are needed to be searched once from 
one level up to a higher level for calculating the number of a group of 
item at that level. Therefore, the running time seems to be kept constant. 
Moreover, one of reasons is that the data cube is simulated by array. We 
need search all data cells in array for finding the data cell value. 
3.4.2 Simulation of Data Cube by B + Tree 
Synthetic Data 
Besides the data cube can be simulated by array, it can be simulated by B+ tree. 
The experiments carried with the same thresholds as in section 3.4.1. 
The page size of memory is 4K bytes and each cube cell takes 10 bytes in size 
including the index fields and count. Each candidate set, which is intermediated 
count in summary layer, also take 10 bytes in size. Moreover, we use the B+ tree 
as data structure. The node of B+ tree is contained in one page. Each node of 
B+ tree contains 400 cube cells or 400 candidate items. 
The performance of different dimension size in 3-D data cube, 4-D data cube 
and 5-D data cube simulated by B+ tree is in figures 3.11, 3.12 and 3.13 respec-
tively. In these simulations, the number of data cells used was 1000 in these three 
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data cubes. The effect on the performance of increasing the number of distinct 
values per dimension is shown for these data cubes with the number of distinct 
values varying from 10 to 30. 
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Figure 3.11: Performance with the growth of the number of distinct values in 
3-D data cube simulated by B+tree(1000 data cells) 
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Figure 3.12: Performance with the growth of the number of distinct values in 
4-D data cube simulated by B+tree (1000 data cells) 
The effect on varying the number of tuples was also studied under the data 
cube simulated by B+tree. The data used as in 3.4.1. The number of distinct 
values per dimension was 30 for 3-D, 4-D and 5-D data cubes. The results for 
3-D, 4-D and 5-D data cubes are shown in Figures 3.14，3.15 and 3.16 respectively. 
Figures 3.14, 3.15 and 3.16 shows the relative performance ofthe mL-Layered-
Search algorithm, tested on the data 3-D data cube containing 100 to 5000 tuples, 
the 4-D data cube varying 100 to 500000 and the 5-D data cube varying 100 to 
1000000 respectively. And these data cube have 30 distinct values for each di-
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Figure 3.16: Performance with the growth of the number of tuples in 5-D data 
cube simulated by B+tree 
mension. 
Based on the performance study, the following observations are found. 
1. The increase in the dimension size does increase the running time of the 
mL-Layered-Search algorithm. As the dimension size increased, the num-
ber of data cells that are needed to be searched for finding large itemsets 
, < . 
. . vu 
is also increased. Therefore, the running time is increased as the increased 
in the dimension size. .: 
2. The running time for the algorithm proposed is increased as the increase 
on the number of tuples in 3-D, 4-D and 5-D data cubes. As the increase in 
the number of tuples, the number of date cube cells that should be searched 
is also increased for finding large itemset. As B + tree is used as data struc-
ture, it is unnecessary for us to search all data cells whether their values 
are 0. Hence the running time increases as the increase in the number of 
tuples and this result is different with the result simulated by array in Fig 
3.5, 3.6 and 3.7. 
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Real Data 
After studying the performance of the algorithm proposed mL-Layered-Search, 
we would like to investigate its performance with the real data. And this data 
comes from census of United States 1990. The US census database is available 
at the web site IPUMS-98^ 
The experiment will be based on the two sets of the real data. One is tiny 
database with the tuple size 8018 and another one is small database with the 
tuple size of 83541. And the minimum support thresholds used for level 1, level 2 
and level 3 were 40%, 30% and 20% respectively. As the dataset contains several 
attributes, we choose five attributes as the experiments and they are Age, Sex, 
Martial Status, Educational Attainment and Transportation to Work. And there 
hierarchy trees are listed in figures 3.17, 3.18 and 3.19. 
Age Marital Status ^ 
! \ Sex 
/IW / \ 八 
child youth adult senior Married Not Married Male Female 
(0-12) (13-20) (21-59) citizen / \ 
_ / | \ / l \ 
spouse seperated / widowed \ 
present 秦 \ 
spouse divorced single 
absent 
Figure 3.17: Hierarchy trees of attributes "Age", "Sex", and "Marital Status" 
iThe URL of IPUMS-98 is http://www.ipums.umn.edu/. 
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Educational Attainment 
/ l \ 
primary and lower secondary college and higher 
/ / l _ / / l \ \ \ 
/ nursey / grade grade 9 grade 11 \ college / Bach \ Master \ Ph.D. 
：—°1. / 1-4 \ 1 \ \ 
kindergarten grade grade 10 gradel2 associate associate ^ , . , c o , _ . Professional 5-8 degree. degree, occupational academic 
Figure 3.18: A Hierarchy tree of attribute "Educational Attainment" 
Transportation 
,1\ 
private vehicle public vehicle others 
/ 1 /|IW / i w 
private car motorcycle bus / taxi ferry \ bicycle others \ subway railroad streetcar walk at home 
Figure 3.19: A hierarchy tree of attribute "Transportation" 
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Moreover, some database with intermediated tuple size between 8000 and 
83541 is generated by selecting the tuples randomly so that we can find the 
trend and performance more easily. 
The performance of the mL-Layered-Search algorithm is showed in figure 3.20 
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Figure 3.20: Performance with two real data sets and intermediated result 
From the figure 3.20, we can observe that the running time increases as the 
increase in the number of tuples. But there is an outlier with the tuple size 
20000. The overall trend of running time is increasing with the increase in tu-, 
ples. When the size of tuples is larger, the increase in the running time is smaller. 
3.5 Discussion 
From the experiment of the algorithm mL-Layered-search with the synthetic data 
and real data, we can observe that the running time of this algorithm is increased 
with the increase in the tuple size in general. 
But there are some significant observation found. 
1. The running time trends to keep constant as the increase in the tuple size 
with the simulation using array while the running time increases as the 
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increase in the tuple size with the simulation using B + tree as data struc-
ture. This is because we need search through all array cells to examine the 
data cell value. But it is unnecessary to examine the data cells with zero 
count in B + tree as such kind of data cells is not recorded in B+ tree. 
2. The increase in the dimension size increases the running time. When the 
number of tuples increases, the searching time increases no matter what 
data structure is used. 
3. The overall running time of the algorithm mL-Layered-search with B+ tree 
is less than that of using array. This is because we need search all array 
cells for counting data cells. But it is unnecessary for us to do so if the B+ 
tree is used. It records the non-zero data cells. 
In this chapter, we have discussed the multi-level association rules using data 
cubes. The /-A;-itemsets have been introduced. We apply the multi-level concept 
with hierarchy tree on data cube. And we can find the more useful and interesting 
association rules in it. 
We proposed a new algorithm, mL-layered search for this problem and the 
performance evaluation has been done. 
Chapter 4 
Mining the 7V-most Interesting 
Itemsets 
In this chapter, we describe the motivation and introduce the methods for min-
ing interesting large itemsets without giving support thresholds by users. The 
system gives the number of itemsets as the users require. Such kind of item-
sets is called N-most interesting itemset. Two new algorithms are proposed and 
examples are given for the illustration of these methods. And experiments are 
carried out. 
4.1 Mining the iV-most Interesting Itemsets 
4.1.1 Criteria of Mining the 7V-most Interesting itemsets 
In the traditional methods for mining association rules, the support and confi-
dence thresholds are necessary to find the large itemsets and the strong asso-
ciation rules. However, there may be too many and too few association rules 
mined if these thresholds are set inappropriately. Since the most difficult step 
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in the mining of association rules is the discovery of large itemsets, and other 
problems such as mining correlations or subspace clustering also depend on this 
step, mining itemsets is an interesting problem. Therefore, we concentrate on 
mining itemsets instead of association rules and this kind of itemset is called 
N-most Interesting itemset. 
Support Thresholds 
The support threshold is a threshold for finding the large itemsets. 
If the support of an itemset, which is the probability of these items existed in 
a transaction in a database, is larger than or equal to the given support threshold, 
we call that this itemset is large. 
Confidence Thresholds 
After finding a set of large itemsets, we need to confine the strong association 
rules, such as A =^ B. In this case, the itemset { A , B } is large. The confidence 
of A => B is that the probability of item B is existed if item A is present. If the 
confidence of the itemset A ^ B is larger than the confidence threshold given, 
this rule is a strong one. 
Control the Number of Itemsets 
If we use the support and confidence thresholds for mining large itemsets and 
strong association rules, we meet the problem that there can be too many or too 
few results. If these thresholds are set too low, numerous itemsets and associa-
tion rules are mined. It is inconvenient for users to select the rules (information) 
they required. Otherwise, there are too few itemsets and association rules mined. 
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Therefore, it is ideal for the system to return a fixed number of association 
rules if the user requires. This is our motivation. 
Association rules are based on the large itemsets found such as itemset {A,B}. 
From the itemset {A,B}^ we can find the rules A =^ B or B ^ A depended on 
the their confidence. Also, the items A and B may show the correlation between 
these two items. Therefore, we are concentrated on the method for finding a 
fixed number of large, interesting itemsets that the user requires. 
4.1.2 Definition 
Similar to [3, 4], we consider a database with a set of transactions D, and a set 
of items I = i1,i2, •••, in- Each transaction is a subset of I, and is assigned a 
transaction identifier < TID >. 
Definition 8 The support of an itemset {X, Y) is the probability that X U Y 
exists in a transaction in the database D. 
Definition 9 The k-itemset is a set of items containing k conjunctive predicates 
in it. 
In our approach, we will mine n most interesting itemsets from the transaction 
database D. It is large if its support is greater than or equal to the minimum 
support threshold. 
Definition 10 The TV-most interesting /:-itemsets are n A:-itemsets with the great-
est support. 
Ifthe user requires to mine n interesting A:-itemset for each k > 1, the system 
will generate n /？-itemset for each k > 1 and these n A:-itemsets are n k-itemsets 
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with the greatest support. 
Definition 11 The 7V-most interesting itemsets is the union of the A -^most in-
teresting A;-itemsets for each k > 1. 
i.e. A/"-most interesting itemset = A -^most interesting 1-itemset U A -^most 
interesting ^-itemset U ... U A -^most interesting m-itemset 
It is difficult to restrict the total number of interesting itemsets as N. Some 
users may be interested in ^-itemset more than others. Some users may be inter-
ested in m-itemset rather than /:-itemset, where k / m. We cannot distribute the 
number of itemsets easily within itemsets. Therefore, we mine A^-most interesting 
itemsets for every ^-itemset when users request N interesting itemsets. 
Definition 12 The potential A;-itemset is a set of items containing k conjunctive 
predicates that is required for mining the other potential (kH-l)Atemset. The 
number of potential A;-itemsets can be larger than the number of interesting 
itemset, which is input by a user, N. It is generated temporarily for finding the 
iY-most ^-itemset, where k > 1. 
Definition 13 The candidate A:-itemset is a set of items containing k items and 
it is potential large generated by large (M)-itemset. 
4.1.3 Property 
Automatic Thresholds Adjustment 
It is unnecessary for users to give the thresholds initially when users want to 
mine interesting itemsets. The system will define the initial thresholds for each 
A^-most interesting /j-itemset automatically according to the first N interesting 
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itemsets. Then these thresholds will be adjusted automatically to find the actual 
thresholds for those �-itemsets during processing. 
4.2 Method for Mining 7V-most Interesting Item-
sets 
In this section, we propose two new algorithms, which are Itemset-Loop and 
Itemset-iLoop, for mining /V-most interesting itemsets. Examples are given for 
the further illumination. 
4.2.1 Algorithm 
First of all, we describe the notations used for the algorithm and they are listed 
below. 
• k : Itemsets size. 
• n : Number of interesting itemsets required. 
• m : Maximum number of items in the tuple. 
• D : A database with the transaction T. 
• Pk : Set of potential A;-itemsets. 
• supportk ： The minimum support value of the n-th �-itemset (Pk)-
• lastsupportk ： The support value of the (n+l) -th A:-itemset {Pk). 
• Ck : Set of candidate ^-itemsets. 
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• Ik ： Set of interesting A:-itemsets. 
• I : Set of all interesting itemsets. (7V-most interesting itemsets) 
Mining 7V-most Interesting Itemsets with Itemset-Loop 
The proposed algorithm uses the concept of looping for avoiding any missing 
itemset and it is based on the Apriori algorithm [4]. It is called Itemset-Loop. 
This algorithm has the following inputs and outputs. 
Inputs: 
• A database D with the transaction T, 
• The number of interesting itemsets required (n). 
Outputs: A -^most Interesting itemsets 
Method: First, we find the potential i-itemsets and generate the candidate 
^-itemsets from them. The first rii potential i-itemsets are stored into Pi, where 
rii > n. This is because there may be some itemsets having the same support as 
the rz-th itemset. 
Then the potential 忍-itemsets are generated from candidate 忍-itemsets. The 
first ri2 potential ^-itemsets are kept track, where n<i > n. If supp0rt2 is greater 
than or equal to lastsupporti, then the system will loop back to find the new 
potential 1-itemsets whose support are not less than supp0rt2 and these new po-
tential i-itemsets are not in f\ originally. This is because the missing potential 
i-itemsets may produce some potential ^-itemsets having enough support (i.e. 
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some potential 忍-itemsets, which contains these missing potential i-itemsets, are 
in Ti2 potential ^-itemsets). The result will be stored into Pi. Then the system 
will mine the updated potential ^-itemsets with the new potential )-itemsets 
through the new candidate ;^-itemsets. If supp0rt2 is greater than lastsupporti^ 
it is unnecessary for looping back. This is the pruning effect. 
For mining potential 5-itemsets, the system will use the candidate 5-itemsets 
with the concept of the Apriori algorithm. After finding 5-itemsets, supp0rt3, 
and lastsupp0rt3, it will loop back to compare the support^ and lastsupporti. 
If lastsupporti is greater than or equal to supp0rt3, it means that there may be 
some i-itemsets missed. Then the potential i-itemsets will be updated with the 
threshold, supp0rt3. The candidate 忍-itemsets will be generated after that. And 
the potential ^-itemsets and potential 5-itemsets are updated. If lastsupporti is 
not greater than support：^, the support：^ will be compared with lastsupp0rt2 of 
the ^-itemsets and so on so for. 
For mining potential m-itemsets, the system aims to find n itemsets. But 
it may not produce enough itemsets after mining m-itemsets initially. Given a 
set of potential fm-l)-itemset Pm-i of size gen, we cannot guarantee to generate 
n itemsets in candidate m-itemset Cm. Therefore, we loop back with a smaller 
support threshold (newsupport in the algorithm) for mining enough number of 
itemsets, n. 
Algorithm: 
Algorithm 4.1 Itemset — Loop 
1 var: 1 < k < m, support^, Ck, Pk, D 
2 
3 {Pi,supporti^lastsupporti) = find_potentiaLl�temset(Z)，n); 
4 C2 = gen_candidate(Pi); 
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5 for {k=2;k < m ; H + ) { 
6 (Pk,supportkMstsupportk) = find_n_potentiaLkjtemset(C"it,n,A;); 
7 Ck+i = gen_candidate(Ffc); 
8 } 
9 Ik = first n of Pk; 
10 / = Ufc Ik', 











22 newsupport = sujrportk., 
23 
24 for(i=l ; i <= k;i++) { 
25 if {i = 1) { 
26 if (newsupport < lastsupporti) { 
27 {Pi ,supporti ,lastsupporti) = 
28 find_potential_l�temsets_witluupport(L),new;swppw�i); 
29 C*i+i = gen_candidate(Pi); 
30 if (updated = FALSE) 
31 updated = TRUE; 
32 } 
33 } 
34 else { 
35 if (newsupport < lastsupporti or updated = TRUE) { 
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36 {Pi^supporti^lastsupporti)= 
37 find_potential_k�temsets_with_support(C‘,neti7sw2?pori); 
38 Ci+i = gen_candidate(Pi); 
39 updated = TRUE; 
40 } 
41 } 
42 if (no. of A;-itemset < n and i = k and k = m) { 
43 newsupport=reduce(newsupport)； 





The functions used are described as below. 
1. find_potentiaLl�temset(Z),n) is a function to find the potential [itemsets 
with the first ni !-itemsets having the largest support in the database D 
and to return these potential i-itemsets and its support. The value rii 
is greater than or equal to n because there may be some itemsets having 
the same support as the n-th itemset. All transaction records are searched 
directly to find the first rii potential i-itemset and the minimum support 
(supporti) among them. The support value of the (n i+l ) - th is recorded 
as lastsupporti. 
2. gen_candidate(PA:) is a function to generate the candidate (&+_/)-itemsets 
from potential ^-itemsets using the Apriori algorithm [4]. 
3. find_n_potentia>l_k�temset(Cfc,n,fc) is a function to find n potential A:-itemsets 
with candidate A:-itemsets and the new supports. The system will com-
pare the supportk with the lastsupporti. If the supportk is not greater 
than lastsupporti, the potential )-itemset is updated with the threshold 
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supportk- Then all potential itemsets and candidate itemsets will also 
be updated if necessary. Otherwise, the supportk will be compared with 
lastsupp0rt2, and so on so for. 
4. find_potential_k�temset(C*A:’n) is a function to find potential A:-itemset with 
the candidate ^-itemset by the Apriori algorithm. The first n^ /^-itemsets 
(uk > n), which have the largest support, are recored. This is because 
there may be some itemsets having the same support as the n^-th k-itemset. 
The potential k-itemsets are generated from the candidate A;-itemsets. We 
count the support of the candidate A:-itemsets using an hash tree in this 
function. The supportk is the support value of the n^-th A:-itemset while 
the lastsupportk is the support value of the (njt+l)-th A:-itemset. 
5. find_potentiaLl�temset_with_siipport(i^,neu;swppori) is a function to find 
all potential i-itemsets with the support greater than or equal to newsupport 
value in the database D. The potential 7-itemset is mined by the Apriori 
algorithm. All itemsets with the support, which is greater than or equal 
to newsupport, are stored into the potential i-itemset (Pi). And these 
itemsets are returned together with lastsupporti and supporti at last. 
6. find_potential_k�temsets_with_support(Ci,neu;swppori) is afunction to find 
the potential A;-itemset with the newsupport value and the candidate k-
itemset. The potential A;-itemsets are generated using the Apriori algo-
rithm. All itemsets, which support is greater than or equal to the newsupport, 
are put into the potential ^-itemset. This potential /？-itemset, lastsupportk, 
and supportk are updated and returned. 
7. veduce(newsupport) is a function to reduce the newsupport to guarantee 
there are n itemsets. In our algorithm, the dividing factor is 2. 
Proof of Correctness 
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We need to show that there is no any missing A;-itemset in all A -^most inter-
esting ^-itemset. 
First, we find rii largest potential ^-itemsets, where rii > n. This is because 
there may be some [itemsets having the same support with the n-th potential 
i-itemset, such as 
Li = { “ , 1” … � ^ / , ^11} 
supporti = support value of 1? 
lastsupporti 二 support value of /"^^^ 
Therefore, it is correct for mining n interesting i-itemsets. 
Then, we find ri2 largest potential ^-itemsets, where ri2 > n. 
L2 = {l2,l2,…？ 2^^  1 ^2 }^ 
supp0rt2 = support value of /J^ 
lastsupp0rt2 = support value of /J^^^ 
If supp0rt2 > lastsupporti, then no any < -^itemset containing l^^^\ where 
i > 0, can be produced such that its support is greater than or equal to /J^  
according to the downward closure property [6] of the Apriori algorithm. 
If supp0rt2 < lastsupporti, then some potential ^-itemsets with enough sup-
port may be missed, F(missing /2, where i > ri2)> 0. 
Therefore, all missing i-itemsets with support greater than or equal to supp0rt2 
are inserted into Li, such as 
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Li = Li U {l^'+' I suppori;(J?i+t)�supp0rt2, i > 0} 
and old ni, supporti, and lastsupporti are updated. Then L2, n2, supp0rt2, and 
lastsupp0rt2 are also updated. 
Therefore, it is correct for mining n interesting 忍-itemsets for selecting the 
first 772 largest ^-itemsets if there are some ^-itemsets having the same support 
with the n-th ^-itemset. 
Now for Lk, it is generated from Lk-i by the Apriori algorithm [4] and it is 
Lk = {^fc5li, ••• ’h^ , h ^ } 
supportk = support value of 1? 
lastsupportk — support value of /f&+i 
If supportk > lastsupporti, it is unnecessary to update L[ Then supportk 
will compare with lastsupporti, where 2 < i < k. 
If supportk < lastsupporti, where 1 < i < k , then L” rij, supportj, and 
lastsupportj are necessary to be updated, where j > i. 
Therefore, it is correct for mining n interesting A;-itemsets for selecting the 
first rik largest A;-itemsets if there are some A:-itemsets having the same support 
with the n-th. A;-itemset. 
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Mining 7V-most Interesting Itemsets with Itemset-iLoop 
The proposed algorithm uses the concept of iterative looping for checking the 
missing itemsets and it is also based on the Apriori algorithm [4]. It is called 
Itemset-iLoop. 
This algorithm has the following inputs and outputs. 
Inputs: The same as Algorithm 4.1 Itemset-Loop. 
Outputs: The same as Algorithm 4.1 Itemset-Loop. 
Method: First, we find the potential )-itemsets and generate the candidate 
忍-itemsets from them. The first ni potential [itemsets are stored into Pi, where 
m > n. This is because there may be some itemsets having the same support as 
the rz-th itemset. 
Then the potential ^-itemsets are generated from candidate 忍-itemsets. The 
first U2 potential 忍-itemsets are kept track, where ri2 > n. If supp0rt2 is greater 
than or equal to lastsupporti^ then the system will loop back to find the new 
potential 1-itemsets whose support are not less than supp0rt2 and these new po-
tential i-itemsets are not in Pi originally. This is because the missing potential 
i-itemsets may produce some potential 忍-itemsets having enough support (i.e. 
some potential 忍-itemsets, which contains these missing potential i-itemsets, are 
in ri2 potential ^-itemsets). The result will be stored into F\. Then the system 
will mine the updated potential 忍-itemsets with the new potential i-itemsets 
through new candidate ^-itemsets. If supp0rt2 is greater than lastsupporti, it is 
unnecessary for looping back. This is the pruning effect. 
For mining potential 5-itemsets, the system will use the candidate 5-itemsets 
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by the Apriori algorithm. Then, the system will compare the supp0rt3 with 
lastsupp0rt<2. If supp0rt3 is less than or equal to lastsupp0rt2, it will update 
potential S-itemsets with supp0rt3. And supp0rt2 and lastsupp0rt2 are up-
dated too. Since the potential ^-itemsets are updated, the potential 5-itemsets, 
supp0rt3 and lastsupp0rt3 are needed to be updated. Then, it will compare 
supp0rt3 with lastsupporti whether the potential ^-itemsets is updated or not. 
This is because there may be some missing )-itemsets after finding potential 3-
itemset at the first time. If potential )-itemsets are updated, potential ^-itemsets 
and potential 5-itemsets are also updated again together with their supports and 
lastsupports. 
It is similar to mine potential � i t emset . 
For mining potential m-itemsets, the system aims to find n itemsets. But 
it may not produce enough itemsets after mining m-itemsets at the first time. 
Given a set of potential (m-l)-itemset Pm-i of size gen, we cannot guarantee to 
generate n itemsets in candidate m-itemset Cm- Therefore, we loop back with 
a smaller support threshold (newsupport in the algorithm) for mining enough 
number of itemsets, n. 
Algorithm: 
Algorithm 4.2 Itemset — iLoop 
1 var: 1 < k < m, supportk, Ck, Pk, D 
2 
3 (Pi^supporti,lastsupporti) = find_potential_l�temset(Z),n); 
4 C2 = gen_candidate(Pi); 
5 for (k=2;k < m;A;++){ 
6 (Pk,supportk,lastsupportk) = find_n_potentiaLk�temset(CA;，n,A:); 
7 Ck+i = gen_candidate(PA;); 
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8 } 
9 h = first n of F ;^ 
10 I = Uk Ik., 











22 newsupport = supportk', 
23 
24 for{i=k — l;i > l\i=i-l) { 
25 ii(newsupport < lastsupporti) { 
26 for( i=i ; i < A;;j++) { 
27 if(j = 1) { 
28 Pj = find_potential_l�temset_with_support(D，neiyswppori); 
29 } 
30 else { 
31 Pj = find_potentiaLk�temset_with_support(,Cj,neiyswpporO; 
32 } 
33 if(i = k) { 
34 newsupport = support^] 
35 } 
36 if(i + k) { 
37 Cj+i = gen_candidate(Fj); 
38 } 
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39 } 
40 } 







The functions used are described as below. 
1. find_potential��temset(Z),n) is a function to find the first rii potential 1-
itemsets having the largest support in the database D and to return these 
potential i-itemsets and its support. It is the same as the one of Itemset-
Loop algorithm. 
2. gen_candidate(Pk) is a function to generate the candidate (A;+!)-itemsets 
from potential A;-itemsets using the Apriori algorithm [4]. It is the same as 
the one of Itemset-Loop algorithm. 
3. find_n_potential_kjtemset(Cfc,n,/c) is a function to find n potential 於-itemsets 
with candidate A;-itemsets and the new support. The system will compare 
the supportk with lastsupportk-i- If supportk is less than or equal to 
lastsupportk-i, the potential (k-l)-itemsets (Pk-i) will be updated with 
support threshold, supportk. All missing (A:-i)-itemsets, which have sup-
port greater than or equal to supportk, will be inserted into the potential 
(^-i)-itemsets (Pk-i) if they are not in Pk-i originally. Then the poten-
tial k-itemsets, supportk, and lastsupportk will be updated. If supportk 
is greater than lastsupportk-i, it is necessary to update Pk-i- After this 
procedure, the system will compare supportk with lastsujrp0rtk-2, the po-
tential (k-2)-itemsets (Pk-2) will be updated. Then the potential (k-l)-
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itemsets, supportk-i, lastsupportk-i, the potential A:-itemsets, supportk, 
and lastsupportk will be updated after updating Pk-2. After that, the sys-
tem will compare support^ with all lastsupporti one by one, where i < k, 
and update Pi if necessary. And Pj will be updated at every pass , where 
j > i, if Pi is updated. 
4. find_potential_k�temset(Cfc’72) is a function to find potential A;-itemset with 
the candidate /j-itemset by the Apriori algorithm. It is the same as the one 
of Itemset-Loop algorithm. 
5. find_potential_l�temset_with_support(_D,neu;<swppoH) is a function to find 
all potential i-itemsets with the support greater than or equal to newsupport 
value in the database D. It is the same as the one of Itemset-Loop algo-
rithm. 
6. find_potential_k�temsets_with_support(Ci,neti;swpport) is a function to find 
the potential A:-itemset with the newsupport value and the candidate k-
itemset. It is the same as the one of Itemset-Loop algorithm. 
7. Tednce{newsupport) is a function to reduce the newsupport to guarantee 
there are n itemsets. It is the same as the one of Itemset-Loop algorithm. 
Proof of Correctness 
We need to show that there is no any missing /c-itemset in all TV-most inter-
esting A;-itemset. 
First, we find rii largest potential )-itemsets, where rii > n. This is because 
there may be some i-itemsets with the same support with the n-ih potential 
i-itemset, such as 
Li — {“,巧，...，『i，『} 
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supporti = support value of /"^ 
lastsupporti = support value of /"^^^ 
Therefore, it is correct for mining n interesting i-itemsets. 
Then, we find n<i largest potential ^-itemsets, where n2 > n. 
L2 — {^2"2,…1 2^^  1 ^2 }^ 
supp0rt2 = support value of /J^ 
lastsupp0rt2 = support value of /J2+1 
If supp0rt2 > lastsupporti, then no any ^-itemset containing /"^^\ where 
i > 0, can be produced such that its support is greater than or equal to /J^  
according to the downward closure property [6] of the Apriori algorithm. 
If supp0rt2 < lastsupporti, then some potential ^-itemsets with enough sup-
port may be missed, P{missing l\, where i > n2)> 0. 
Therefore, all missing i-itemsets with support greater than or equal to supp0rt2 
are inserted into Li, such as 
Li = Li U {l^'+' I support[qi^^i) > supp0rt2, i > 0} 
and old ni, supporti, and lastsupporti are updated. Then L2, n2, supp0rt2, and 
lastsupp0rt2 are also updated. 
Therefore, it is correct for mining n interesting ^-itemsets for selecting the 
first ri2 largest ^-itemsets if there are some ^-itemsets having the same support 
with the ri2-th 忍-itemset. 
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For mining 5-itemsets, we find n3 largest potential 5-itemset, where ri3 > n. 
L3 = {^ 35 3^5 ...,Zg3 i , / � } 
supp0rt3 = support value of ! � 
lastsupp0rt3 = support value of /j3+i 
If supports > lastsupp0rt2^ then no any 5-itemset containing / � + \ where 
i > 0, can be produced such that its support is greater than or equal to /J^  
according to the downward closure property of the Apriori algorithm. 
If supp0rt3 < lastsupp0rt2, then some potential ^-itemsets with enough sup-
port may be missed, F(missing /3, where i > n3)> 0. 
Therefore, all missing 忍-itemsets with support greater than or equal to supp0rt3 
are inserted into L2. 
L2 = L2 U { / � + !丨 <suppoH(/j2+3 > supports, 1 > 0} 
and old n2, supp0rt2, and lastsupp0rt2 are updated. Then L3, n3, supp0rt3, and 
lastsupp0rt3 are also updated. 
But if supports (updated) < lastsupporti, there may be a probability that 
some missing 5-itemsets may contain li^^\ where i > 0, i.e. F(missing /3, where 
i > ns)> 0. 
Then, we need to find all missing 7-itemsets having support greater than or 
equal to support^. For example, 
Li = Li U {l^'^' I support[l^+t) > supp0rt3, i > 0} 
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By the downward closure property of the Apriori algorithm, no any / � + ' 
can contain /^ ^出 such that the support of /^ ^出 is smaller than or equal to 
supp0rt3, where z , j > 0. So, no any 5-itemset can contain /J i^+', where i > 0, if 
supports > lastsupporti. 
If there is any update in potential )-itemsets, supporti and lastsupporti 
should be updated. The potential ^-itemsets and the potential 5-itemset are 
necessary to be updated again together with their supports and lastsupports. 
Hence, it is correct for mining n interesting 5-itemsets for selecting the first 
ri3 largest 5-itemsets if there are some 5-itemsets having the same support with 
the ^3-th 5-itemset. 
Now, assuming (k-l)-itemsets are mined and updated with the procedures 
described (i.e. it is correct). Then we would like to show there is no any missing 
/j-itemset after checking and pruning. 
T _ f / 1 / 2 . n f e _ i - l i T i f c _ i ^ Lk-1 — \ifc_i,tfc_i, ... ,lk-l "fc-l J 
supportk-i = support value of l^t'i 
lastsupportk-i = support value of l2-~i^^ 
Lk = {^ fc5 G, ••• , ^k^ , ^k^} 
supportk = support value of 1? 
lastsupportk = support value of /J*+i 
If supportk > lastsupportk_i, then there is no any /^ ^^ ^ that can contain 
Qn-i+j^ where z , j > 0, by the downward closure property of Apriori algorithm. 
If supportk < lastsupportk-i, it means that F(missing l\, where i > n^)> 0. 
Then Lk-i is updated by inserting all missing /？二…，where i > 0 and these 
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^2=1+« have support greater than or equal to supportk- Therefore, Lk-i and Lk 
are updated together with their supports and lastsupports. 
Whether updating Lk-i or not, there is a probability that missing A:-itemsets, 
which contain missing 11乂:广{i > 0), will be happened. The new supportk is 
compared with lastsupp0rtk-2 and update the Lk-2, Lk-i, Lk, and their supports 
and lastsupports if necessary. 
Similarly, whether updating Lj or not, there is a probability that missing 
於-itemsets, which contain missing iJ�+' (i > 0, 1 < j < k) will be happened. 
Therefore, supportk is compared with all lastsupporti one by one, where 1 < i < 
k. Hence, all missing /"' are found after checking. 
It is correct for mining n interesting A:-itemsets for selecting the first n^ largest 
^-itemsets if there are some A;-itemsets having the same support with the n^-th 
/j-itemset. 
4.2.2 Example 
Example 3 Consider the database D in Table 4.1 and it contains 5 transactions 
with items { 1,2,3,4,5 } . And a user wants to find two interesting itemsets in it 
using Itemset-Loop. 
"^ID Items _ 
~ m 1 3 4 5 
~~W0 1 2 3 5 
~300~ 1 2 3 
400 1 2 3 5 
500 4 5 
Table 4.1: Database D with transactions 
Following the Algorithm 4.1, the mining procedures are as follows, 
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1. Find the potential i-itemset from the database D. 
Pi = { { 1 } (s=0.8), { 3 } (s=0.8), { 5 } (s=0.8) } 
supporti = 0.8 
lastsupporti = 0.6 (because the support of {2 } is 0.6) 
2. Find the candidate ^-itemset from the potential i-itemset. 
C2 = { { l , 3 } , { l , 5 } , {3,5} } 
3. Find the potential ^-itemset from the candidate 忍-itemset. 
P2 = { {1,3} (s=0.8), {1,5} (8=0.6)，{3,5} (s=0.6) } 
supp0rt2 = 0.6 
lastsupp0rt2 = 0.6 
4. The system loops back to find the potential 7-itemset with supp0rt2 = 0.6 
and compared with lastsupport[ The support of { 2 } is also 0.6. Therefore, 
Pi = { { 1 } (s=0.8), {3 } (s=0.8), { 5 } (s=0.8), { 2 } (s=0.6) } 
supporti = 0.6 
lastsupporti = 0.4 (because the support of { 4 } is 0.4) 
C2 = { { l , 2 } , { l , 3 } , { l , 5 } , {2,3}, {2,5}, {3,5} } 
P2 = { {1,3} (s=0.8), {1,2} (s=0.6), {1,5} (s=0.6), {2,3} (s=0.6), {3,5} 
(s=0.6) } 
supp0rt2 = 0.6 
lastsupp0rt2 = 0.4 (because the support of {2,5} is 0.4) 
5. Find the candidate 5-itemset from potential ^-itemset. 
C3 = { { l ,2 ,3} , {1,3,5} } 
6. Find the potential 5-itemset from the candidate 5-itemset. 
P3 = { {1,2,3} (s=0.6), {1,3,5} (s=0.6) } 
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supports = 0.6 
lastsupp0rt3 = 0.6 
7. The system loops back to compare the supp0rt3 with the lastsupporti of 
potential l-itemset. Since supports is greater than lastsupporti, it is not 
necessary to update the potential i-itemset. Then, the supports is com-
pared with the lastsupp0rt2. Also, it is larger than lastsupp0rt2. Therefore, 
it is unnecessary to update the potential S-itemset. 
Ps = { {1,2,3} (s-0.6), {1,3,5} (s=0.6) } 
supp0rt3 = 0.6 
lastsupp0rt3 = 0.6 
8. The potential � i temsets are found similarly. 
P4 = { {1,2,3,5} (s=0.4), {1,3,4,5} (s=0.2) } 
9. Since the maximum number of items in tuple is 4. There is no potential 
5-itemset. 
10. Find the A -^most interesting /j-itemsets from potential k-itemsets. 
/2 = { {1,3} (s=0.8), {1,2} (s=0.6), {1,5} (s=0.6), {2,3} (s=0.6), {3,5} 
(s=0.6) } 
/3 = { {1,2,3} (s=0.6), {1,3,5} (s=0.6) } 
/4 = { {1,2,3,5} (s=0.4), {1,3,4,5} (s=0.2) } 
11. After find the 7V"-most interesting A;-itemsets, the A -^most interesting item-
sets are found. 
I = /2 U /3 U /4 
Now, we give an example for the illustration for Itemset-iLoop algorithm. 
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Example 4 Consider the database D is given in Table 4.1. And a user wants 
to find two interesting itemsets in it using Itemset-Loop. 
Following the Algorithm 4.2, the mining procedures are as follows, 
1. Find the potential [itemset from the database D. 
Pi = { {1 } (s=0.8), {3} (s=0.8), {5 } (s=0.8) } 
supporti = 0.8 
lastsupporti = 0.6 (because the support of {2 } is 0.6) 
2. Find the candidate ^-itemset from the potential i-itemset. 
C2 二 { { l ,3 } , { l ,5 } , {3,5} } 
3. Find the potential ^-itemset from the candidate 忍-itemset. 
P2 = { {1,3} (s=0.8), {1,5} (s=0.6), {3,5} (s=0.6) } 
supp0rt2 = 0.6 
lastsupp0rt2 = 0.6 
4. The system loops back to find the potential i-itemset with supp0rt2 = 0.6 
and compared with lastsupporti. The support of {2 } is also 0.6. Therefore, 
Pi = { {1 } (s=0.8), {3) (s=0.8), {5} (s=0.8), {2 } (s=0.6) } 
supporti 二 0.6 
lastsupporti = 0.4 (because the support of {4) is 0.4) 
Ch = { { l ,2 } , { l ,3 } , { l ,5 } , {2,3}, {2,5}, {3,5} } 
P2 = { {1,3} (s=0.8), {1,2} (s=0.6), {1,5} (s=0.6), {2,3} (s=0.6), {3,5} 
(s=0.6) } 
supp0rt2 = 0.6 
lastsupp0rt2 = 0.4 (because the support of {2,5} is 0.4) 
5. Find the candidate 5-itemset from potential ^-itemset. 
C3 = { { l ,2,3}, {1,3,5} } 
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6. Find the potential 5-itemset from the candidate 5-itemset. 
P3 = { {1,2,3} (s=0.6), {1,3,5} (s=0.6) } 
supp0rt3 = 0.6 
lastsupp0rt3 = 0.6 
7. The system loops back to compare the supp0rt3 with the lastsupp0rt2 
of potential ^-itemsets. Since supports is greater than lastsupp0rt2, it is 
not necessary to update the potential ^-itemsets. Then P3, supp0rt3, and 
lastsupp0rt3 remain unchanged. 
P3 = { {1,2,3} (s=0.6), {1,3,5} (s=0.6) } 
supp0rt3 = 0.6 
lastsupp0rt3 = 0.6 
8. The system loops back to compare the supp0rt3 with the lastsupporti of 
potential i-itemset. Since supp0rt3 is greater than lastsupporti, it is not 
necessary to update the potential )-itemset. Then, 
P3 = { {1,2,3} (s=0.6), {1,3,5} (s=0.6) } 
supp0rt3 = 0.6 
lastsupp0rt3 = 0.6 
9. The potential ^-itemsets are found similarly. 
尸4 = { {1,2,3,5} (s=0.4), {1,3,4,5} (s=0.2) } 
10. Since the maximum number of items in tuple is 4. There is no potential 
5-itemset. 
11. Find the 7V-most interesting A:-itemsets from potential ^-itemsets. 
/2 = { {1,3} (s=0.8), {1,2} (s=0.6), {1,5} (s=0.6), {2,3} (s=0.6), {3,5} 
(s=0.6) } 
/3 = { {1,2,3} (s=0.6), {1,3,5} (s=0.6) } 
/4 = { {1,2,3,5} (s=0.4), {1,3,4,5} (s=0.2) } 
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12. After find the 7V-most interesting A:-itemsets, the ^V-most interesting item-
sets are found. 
I = h U h U /4 
4.3 Experiment 
In this section, we present the performance results of the algorithms, which are 
Itemset-Loop and Itemset-iLoop, All experiments were run on a SUN ULTRA 
5_10 machine running SunOS 5.6. The workstation has a l28MB memory. And 
the algorithms are running in the main memory. 
We study the effect of different values of itemsets required {N) under the 
synthetic database and real databases. And the hash-tree data structure [4] is 
used in the following experiments. 
4.3,1 Synthetic Data 
The synthetic data set is in a Poisson distribution with the mean equal to the 
average size of the transactions [4]. The number of transactions is 100K and the 
size of database is 2.4M bytes. This synthetic database has 1000 different items. 
The information of the synthetic database used is list in the Table 4.2. 
Performance 
The experiment were conducted using synthetic database with size in 100K . 
We find 7V-most interesting 2-itemset, TV-most interesting 3-itemset, and iV-most 
interesting 4-itemset with variable N, ranging from 5 to 30 in the experiments. 
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Number of transactions (D) 100K 
Average Size of the transactions (T) 5 
Average Size of the maximal potentially large itemsets (I) 2 
Number of maximal potentially large itemsets (L) 200 
Number of items (N) 1000 
Table 4.2: Parameters of the synthetic database 
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Figure 4.1: Performance with the growth of the number of N-most interesting 
itemsets (A^ 
In Figure 4.1, it shows the performance of the Itemset-Loop algorithm, the 
Itemset-iLoop algorithm and the Apriori algorithm with different thresholds. It 
shows that the execution time increases with the increase in the number of in-
teresting itemsets required (A^) for the Itemset-Loop algorithm. But for the 
Itemset-iLoop algorithm , the execution time may not increase with the number 
of interesting itemsets. Figure 4.3 shows the performance of the Itemset-iLoop al-
gorithm more clearly. This is because there is the pruning effect in the algorithm 
proposed. 
In Figure 4.1, we record the minimum support thresholds for every N, where 
N = 5,10,15,20,25,30, after mining N interesting itemsets by the Itemset-Loop 
algorithm. Then, these thresholds are applied in the Apriori algorithm and gives 
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us good guesses for these support thresholds of Apriori algorithm. If we use these 
optimum support thresholds, the performance of Apriori algorithm is better. We 
also apply in the Apriori algorithm with 0.8, 0.6, 0.4, and 0.2 of these thresholds. 
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Figure 4.2: Performance of Itemset-Loop for different number of itemsets 
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Figure 4.3: Performance of Itemset-iLoop for different number of itemsets 
Figures 4.2 and 4.3 show the performance of the Itemset-Loop and the Itemset-
iLoop algorithms for finding different number of /:-itemsets at every pass with 
the synthetic database respectively. In the proposed algorithms Itemset-Loop 
and itemset-iLoop, we find the N &-itemsets, where 1 < k < 4, at the first time. 
But we would like to study the situation that we find more than N itemsets at 
the first time. Therefore, we do the experiments using 2^N instead of N for the 
Itemset-Loop and the Itemset-iLoop algorithms when we find the A;-itemsets for 
every k in Figures 4.2 and 4.3. The value of x is indirectly proportional to k. 
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In our experiment, x is equal to 3, 2, 1, and 0 when k is equal to 1, 2, 3，and 4 
respectively. This is because we would mine the /j-itemset for k = 1,2,3,4. We 
also use N^ instead of N and the value of x is indirectly proportional to k. We 
set a; = 4,3,2,1 for k = 1,2,3,4. 
From these two figures, the performance of two algorithms with N^ is nearly 
to keep constant for the number of A -^most interesting itemsets in our experiments 
because most of potential results (&-itemsets) are found at the first few passes, 
such as at the pass of mining i-itemsets and 忍-itemsets. It is not necessary to 
loop back all the time. But it spends more time for finding the results compared 
with the parameters of N and 2^N in general. For the others two parameters 
(N and 2^N), the execution time varies with different number of N interesting 
itemsets required. But it is not depended on the value of N because of the 
pruning effect. For example, the execution time for the Itemset-iLoop with N at 
N=lb is longer than that of the Itemset-iLoop with N at N=2Q in Figure 4.3. 
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: ^ i 
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Pass for mlnglng k-itemset (k) 
Figure 4.4: Performance of Itemset-Loop at every pass 
Figures 4.4 and 4.5 shows the execution times of every pass for the Itemset-
Loop and the Itemset-iLoop algorithms respectively. 
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Figure 4.5: Performance of Itemset-iLoop at every pass 
4.3.2 Real Data 
The performances of the algorithms, which are Itemset-Loop and Itemset-iLoop, 
are investigated with the real data and this real data comes from census of United 
States 1990. The US census database is available at the web site IPUMS-98^. 
The experiments are based on two types of the real database, which are tiny 
and small databases. There are 5577 tuples and 77 different items in the tiny 
database while there are 57972 tuples and 77 different items in the small database. 
For each database, we investigate the performance under different values of the 
number of 7V-most interesting itemsets (TV). The different values of N are 5, 10, 
15, 20, 25, and 30. 
In Figures 4.6 and 4.7, we show the performances of the Itemset-Loop algo-
rithm, the Itemset-iLoop algorithm, and the Apriori algorithm with the different 
support thresholds for the tiny and the small databases respectively. We per-
form the algorithms Itemset-Loop and Itemset-iLoop first and take the minimum 
support thresholds under every N, where N are 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, and 30 after min-
ing ^-itemsets. And we use the notations minsup to represent these thresholds. 
iThe URL of IPUMS-98 is http://www.ipums.umn.edu/. 
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Figure 4.8: Performance of Itemset-Loop at every pass in the tiny data set 
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Figure 4.10: Performance of Itemset-Loop at every pass in the small data set 
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Figure 4.11: Performance of Itemset-iLoop at every pass in the small data set 
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Thresholds, which are shown in Figure 4.12, are for the tiny database. Figure 
4.13 shows the thresholds for the small database. We measure the execution time 
by applying the Apriori algorithm with these thresholds. Besides these, we also 
apply the Apriori algorithm with 0.8, 0.6, 0.4, and 0.2 of these thresholds, such 
as minsuj)Q.8, minsipos, minsupoA, and minsup0.2 respectively. They are used 
for the comparison for the Itemset-Loop algorithm, the Itemset-iLoop algorithm 
and the Apriori algorithm to investigate the bad guesses. The performance of 
the Apriori algorithm can deteriorate rapidly with optimal guesses. 
In general, the performance of Itemset-Loop algorithm is better than that 
of Itemset-iLoop algorithm. Because the Itemset-Loop algorithm loops back to 
the i-itemset first every time and updates A;-itemset for k > 1 if necessary. But 
the Itemset-iLoop algorithm loops back to check (A;-i)-itemsets first and does 
comparisons. Then it loops back to check {k-2)-ltemsets and updates (k-l)-
itemsets and /？-itemset if necessary, and so on so for. It may run more loops 
than the Itemset-Loop algorithm • But the Apriori algorithm can provide the 
optimum results if the user knows the exact support thresholds. Otherwise, the 
proposed algorithms are better. The performance of Apriori algorithm can be 
very poor when the guess of the threshold is not optimal. 
The trend of the Itemset-Loop and the Itemset-iLoop algorithms is not mono-
tonic increasing for the increase in N. In Figures 4.8 and 4.9, they record the 
execution time for every pass using the Itemset-Loop and the Itemset-iLoop al-
gorithms in the tiny database respectively. Since we only record N itemsets for 
every titemset at the first step, it may be necessary to loop back for updating 
the result in both algorithms proposed. Therefore, the increase of N may lead 
to the increase of execution time in general. But it also may be unnecessary 
for updating, such as from k=3 to k=4 in N=25 in Figure 4.8. This is because 
supp0rt4 is smaller than lastsupp0rt3 and there are N ^-itemsets. Therefore, the 
execution time may not increase as the increase in N. The time for updating 
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the potential itemset may be varied for different N because of the pruning effect. 
Therefore, the trend is not mono-tonic increasing. 
In Figure 4.6, the execution timefor the proposed algorithms with A^=5,10,15,20 
is longer than that with 7V=25,30. As the method described before, it may not 
produce enough itemsets for .^-itemsets at the first time. It loops back for mining 
—itemsets again with a smaller support for the guarantee n �-itemsets for k=l to 
4. Therefore, the execution time for A^=5,10,15,20 is longer. We can refer to the 
Figures 4.8 and 4.9. In these figures, the increase in execution time from k = 3 
to k = 4 is larger than that in the other ranges. This is because the system need 
loop back for the guaranteer of n ^-itemsets at the end. 
In Figures 4.10 and 4.11, they record the execution time for every pass using 
Itemset-Loop and Itemset-iLoop algorithms in the small database. The growth of 
N may not reflect the increase of execution time because of the pruning effect. 
It also be affected by how many missing itemsets are present initially. 
Therefore, we observe that there are four reasons to affect the performance 
of algorithms Itemset-Loop and Itemset-iLoop. 
1. The pruning effect. If the support of the current itemset (i.e. k-'itemset) 
is large enough, it is not necessary to loop back for finding any missing 
i-itemset, where 1 < i < k. 
2. The number of times for looping back. For the Itemset-Loop algorithm, 
there are at most k-l comparisons (updates) for mining A:-itemsets. If it 
updates less than k-l times, it takes less time for looping back and mining 
A;-itemsets. 
For the Itemset-iLoop algorithm, There are at most (叫)广1) comparisons 
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(updates) for mining A;-itemsets with checking any missing itemsets with 
enough support. If it is not necessary for doing all comparisons, the exe-
cution time is less. 
3. The number of missing itemsets. If the number of missing itemsets is more, 
time for updating is also more. 
4. No enough n m-itemsets after first mining m-itemset, where m is the maxi-
mum number of items in the tuples. If there are less than n m-itemsets, the 
system will loop back with a smaller support threshold for the guarantee 
of enough itemsets. 
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N minsupo_8 minsupo_e minsupoA minsup0,2 
I 80 = 180 = 337 1040 
~ W 174 189 “ 578 “ 1759 
~ W 189 351 “ 640 - 1920 
~ W 195 一 335 “ 671 “ 2021 
~ W 199 347 - 675 2205 
~30 I 192 356 773 2265 
Table 4.3: Number of redundant itemsets generated by Apriori algorithm for 
the tiny database 
N minsupo,8 minsupo_e minsup0_4 minsup0_2 
° | 251 395 = 583 1236 
T0~ 255 379 “ 567 1220 
1 ^ 105 250 437 947 
~ W 372 ~ ~ 541 — 921 1624 — 
~ W 374 587 957 1854 
~30 II 467 800 1016 2322 
Table 4.4: Number of redundant itemsets generated by Apriori algorithm for 
the small database 
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The support thresholds of different A -^most interesting itemsets for the tiny 
database are shown in Figure 4.12. The support thresholds of different iV-most 
interesting itemsets for the small database are shown in Figure 4.13. 
Table 4.3 shows how many total redundant itemsets generated by the Apriori 
algorithm in the tiny database when we give a bad guess. The minsupi, where 
2=0.8, 0.6, 0.4 and 0.2, are the i times of minimum support thresholds obtained 
by the corresponding number of yV-most interesting itemsets (N) in the Itemset-
Loop and Itemset-iLoop algorithms. For example, the minsupo,8 at N=b means 
that it is 0.8 times of minimum support threshold obtained by the Itemset-Loop 
algorithm with N=5. Table 4.4 is the one for the small database. 
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Figure 4.14: Performance of Itemset-Loop for different number of 7V-most in-
teresting itemsets at every pass with the tiny database 
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Figure 4.15: Performance of Itemset-iLoop for different number of 7V-most 
interesting itemsets at every pass with the tiny database 
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Figure 4.16: Performance of Itemset-Loop for different number of TV-most in-
teresting itemsets at every pass with the small database 
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Figure 4.17: Performance of Itemset-iLoop for different number of TV-most 
interesting itemsets at every pass with the small database 
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Figures 4.14 and 4.15 show the performance of algorithms Itemset-Loop and 
Itemset-iLoop for finding different number of A;-itemsets at the first time with 
the tiny database respectively. In the Itemset-Loop algorithm, we find the N 
i-itemset at the first time. Then, we find the N 忍-itemset before looping back 
to i-itemset for updating. But we would like to study the situation that we find 
more than N itemsets at the first time. In Figures 4.14 and 4.15, we do the 
experiment using 2^N instead of N for the Itemset-Loop and the Itemset-iLoop 
algorithms when we find the A;-itemsets for every k. The value of x is indirectly 
proportional to k. In our experiments, x is equal to 3, 2, 1, and 0 when k is 
equal to 1, 2, 3, and 4 respectively. For example, we mine 2^ i-itemsets and 2^  
忍-itemsets at the first time. Also, we use N^ instead of N and the value of x is 
indirectly proportional to k. We set x 二 4,3,2,1 for k = 1,2,3,5 respectively. 
In Figure 4.14, the performance of Itemset-Loop algorithm with N is better 
than that with 2^N and N^ for the tiny database in general. But in Figure 
4.15, the performance of Itemset-iLoop algorithm with 2^N and N^ is better 
than that with N. This is because the Itemset-iLoop algorithm with 2^N and 
N^ mine many potential itemsets to minimize the probability of no enough Jy 
itemsets at the end. The performance of Itemset-Loop algorithm with N is better 
that with 2^N and N^ because there are less loops to loop back for mining enough 
n itemset compared with the Itemset-iLoop algorithm in case that there are not 
enough itemsets at the first time. 
In Figures 4.16 and 4.17, we examine the varying number of itemsets found 
with the small database. We observe that the performance of algorithms Itemset-
Loop and Itemset-iLoop with N^ is nearly kept constant. This is because they 
almost find all potential results at the first few passes. It is unnecessary for them 
to loop back for updating all the time. The execution time for two algorithms 
with N is much less than those with 2^N and N^. They show that the execution 
time for both algorithms with 2^N and N^ are similar. This is because they may 
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find enough A;-itemsets for small k for the avoidance of too much looping back. 
This is the pruning effect of these algorithms. And the two algorithms with 2^N 
and N^ spent more time than those with N. 
Mining 7V-most Interesting Itemset with Uneven Distribution 
The previous sections and experiments focus in the even distribution of 7V-most 
interesting itemsets, such as 5 itemsets for very ^-itemsets if N=b. But we would 
like to study the uneven distribution of yV-most interesting itemsets following 
these two distribution. 
i > n < f > < i > ( i w ) 
x=0 x=0 x=0 
f x < f > < f > 2 - i r 
x=l a;=l x=l 
As we focus on the A^-most interesting ^-itemsets, where k = 1,2,3,4. The 
value of zi and z2 is 3 and 4 respectively and the value of Yi and Y2 is listed in 
Tables 4.5. 
可 二 = 1 N Fi g = o 2 7 i g : o 2 ^ - 1 ) >^2 E : = i >y E:=1(V2 - i r 
“ 5 20 2 30 15 2 30 4 一 
1 ^ 40 — ~ F 45 30 y 120 30 
~ W 60 - 丁 75 60 ~T~ 120 30 — 
i 80 ~T~ 90 — 75 ~ 3 ~ — 120 30 
"25 100 7 105 — 90 ^ ~ — 120 30 
30 120 9 135 110 3 340 120 “ 
Table 4.5: Value of parameters in uneven distribution 
Figures 4.18 and 4.19 shows the performance with different distributions for 
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Figure 4.18: Performance of the Itemset-Loop algorithm in the uneven distri-
bution with the tiny database 
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Figure 4.19: Performance of the Itemset-iLoop algorithm in the uneven distri-
bution with the tiny database 
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Figure 4.20: Performance of the Itemset-Loop algorithm in the uneven distri-
bution with the small database 
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Figure 4.21: Performance of the Itemset-iLoop algorithm in the uneven distri-
bution with the small database 
the Itemset-Loop and Itemset-iLoop algorithms with the tiny database respec-
tively. We observe that the even distribution (with N for every itemset) spends 
much time if there are no enough itemsets at the end for the first time. Oth-
erwise, if there are enough itemsets for every itemsets at the end, the uneven 
distribution with Y^ spends much time in both algorithms for N = 25,30 in 
Figures 4.18 and 4.19. 
In addition, Figures 4.20 and 4.21 shows the performance with even and 
uneven distributions for the Itemset-Loop and Itemset-iLoop algorithms with the 
small database. The even distribution of both algorithms spends less execution 
time than the uneven distribution in general. And the uneven distribution with 
Y^ spends more execution time between them. 
Itemsets extracted from the database 
In this section, we present some itemsets extracted from the database after the 
performance study. The following itemsets are some of them with their support 
value. 
• ((50+ Weeks worked last year), (In labour force)) (support = 0.345) 
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• ((Total personal income 10000+), (In labour force)) (support = 0.326) 
• ((Total personal income 10000+), (50+ Weeks worked last year), (In labour 
force)) (support = 0.280) 
• ((Male), (50+ Weeks worked last year), (In labour force)) (support = 0.208) 
• ((Male), (Total personal income 10000+), (50+ Weeks worked last year), 
(In labour force)) (support = 0.172) 
• ((Live in the same house for 5+ year), (Total personal income 10000+), 
(50+ Weeks worked last year), (In labour force)) (support = 0.143) 
4.4 Discussion 
From Figures 4.1, 4.6, 4.7, 4.8, 4.9, 4.10, 4.11, the following observations are 
found. 
1. The rate of the growth of execution time increases with the size of data 
set. 
2. There are four factors to affect the performance of algorithms Itemset-Loop 
and Itemset-iLoop. They are the pruning effect, the number of times for 
looping back, the number of missing itemsets in the process, and no enough 
m-itemsets after the first mining m-itemsets, 
3. The execution time may not increase with the increase in the number of 
yV-most interesting itemsets mined. This is because there is the pruning 
effect for finding N interesting itemset. And other three factors discussed 
will also affect the execution time. 
4. The execution time for mining m may be longer than mining (m-l)-itemsets. 
The system may not produce enough m-itemset, says n, after mining them 
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initially. Given a set of potential (m-l)-itemset Pm-i of size gen, we cannot 
guarantee to generate n itemsets in candidate m-itemset Cm- Therefore, 
it will loop back for mining enough m-itemsets with a smaller support 
threshold. 
5. The execution time of algorithms Itemset-Loop and Itemset-iLoop is longer 
than that of the Apriori algorithm if the user can guess a good (optimum) 
support threshold . This is because the they need to loop back for updating 
the potential itemsets if necessary. But the proposed algorithms are better 
if the users do not have a good guess. 
6. In general, the execution time of the algorithm Itemset-iLoop is longer than 
that of the algorithm Itemset-Loop. This is because the algorithm Itemset-
iLoop need to loop more than the algorithm Itemset-Loop if there is no any 
pruning. 
In this chapter, we have discussed the jV-most interesting itemset and have 
given its definition. It is unnecessary for users to input the support and con-
fidence thresholds. It is difficult for the users to set the suitable support and 
confidence thresholds appropriately. It yields too many results if the thresholds 
are set too small. Otherwise, there are too few itemsets found. 
We proposed two new algorithms, Itemset-Loop and Itemset-iLoop. They use 
the looping back approach to find part of the candidate itemsets and the first n 
interesting itemsets. The performance studies have been done with the synthetic 
and real data sets. 
Chapter 5 
Conclusion 
Many previous studies on mining association rules are single-dimensional associ-
ation rules with single level. Direct applying the existing methods results in the 
uninteresting or useless association rules. 
Therefore, the definitions of stronger rule and large l-k-itemset were given 
where / and k represent the level and the number of items in the large itemsets. 
The new algorithm mL-Layered-Search was also introduced in this thesis. And 
the multi-level association rules using data cubes were defined. They have more 
than one predicate with different levels. But these predicates are restricted at 
the same level in this thesis. 
Performance studies were done on the proposed algorithm with different num-
ber of dimensions, dimension size, and the number of tuples. The observation is 
that the number of tuples does not affect the performance a lot with the simula-
tion of data cube by array. But the running time is increased as the increase in 
the number of tuples with the simulation of data cube by B+ tree. The increase 
in the number of distinct values per dimension does increase the running time of 
the algorithm proposed with 3-D, 4-D and 5-D data cubes with both simulations. 
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Moreover, these previous studies on mining association rules requires to input 
the minimum support threshold and the minimum confidence threshold. There 
will be too many or too few rules mined if these two kinds of thresholds are set 
inappropriately. It is difficult for end-users to find the suitable thresholds. They 
may guess these thresholds many times to obtain the rules required. Mining 
itemsets is more interesting than mining association rules only as the itemsets 
can be used to find other relationship, such as correlation. Therefore, mining 
N-most interesting itemsets are raised with the given number of interesting item-
sets by the end-users. 
Two new algorithms, which are Itemset-Loop and Itemset-iLoop, are proposed 
to deal with this problem. The performance of both algorithms is not depended 
on the number of interesting itemsets required. In general, the increase in the 
number of itemsets required increases the execution time. But the pruning effect, 
the number of times to loop back for checking and the number of missing itemset 
in the intermediated process afFect the execution time for these two algorithms. 
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Appendix A 
Programs for Mining the TV-most 
Interesting Itemset 
In this chapter, we describe the programs, the data structures, the variables, the main 
functions used, and the result format in Chapter 4. 
A.1 Programs 
There are several programs for the experiments of mining iV-most interesting itemsets. 
They are divided in two main categories, the Itemset-Loop algorithm and the Itemset-
iLoop algorithm. And they are implemented with C language. The source programs 
for mining jV-most interesting itemsets are described as follows 
• apriori.c 
It is the .c source code file for the traditional Apriori algorithm [4]. 
• hashtree.c 
It is the .c source code file for hash-tree. 
• itemsetloop.c 




It is the .c source code file for the Itemset-iLoop algorithm with N and in the 
even distribution. 
• itemsetloop_2Nx 
It is the .c source code file for the Itemset-Loop algorithm with 2^N and in the 
even distribution. 
• itemsetiloop_2N.c 
It is the .c source code file for the Itemset-iLoop algorithm with 2^N and in the 
even distribution. 
• itemsetloop_NX.c 
It is the .c source code file for the Itemset-Loop algorithm with N^ and in the 
even distribution. 
• itemsetiloop_NX.c 
It is the .c source code file for the Itemset-iLoop algorithm with N^ and in the 
even distribution. 
• loop_uneven_2N.c 
It is the .c source code file for the Itemset-Loop algorithm in the uneven distri-
bution of 2^N. 
• iloop_uneven_2N.c 
It is the .c source code file for the Itemset-iLoop algorithm in the uneven distri-
bution of 2^N. 
• loop_uneven_NX.c 
It is the .c source code file for the Itemset-Loop algorithm in the uneven distri-
bution of N\ 
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• iloop_uneven_NX.c 
It is the .c source code file for the Itemset-iLoop algorithm in the uneven distri-
bution of N\ 
• function.h 
It is the header file storing the function prototypes for all programs of the 
Itemset-Loop and the Itemset-iLoop algorithms. 
• hashtree.h 
It is the header file storing the data structure of an hash-tree. 
• itemsetip.h 
It is the header file storing the data structure of itemset. 
A.2 Data Structures 
In above programs, we use a datastructure for recording itemsets and counting support 
of them. The data structure for potential itemsets and candidate itemsets is as follows 
typedef struct tmp_itemset_node 
{ 
int *attribute; / / the itemset 
int size; / / the size of this itemset 
int support; / / the support of this itemset 
int n_potential; / / the number of potential itemset in this list 
struct tmpitemset_node *previous; / / the pointer points to the previous node 
struct tmpJtemset_node *next; / / the pointer points to the next node 
)Itemset; 
The data structure for the node of hash-tree is as follows 
typedef struct HashTreeNode 
{ 
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int type; //indicating leaf node or interior node 
int index; //hash index of this interior node 
int count; //number of itemsets in this node 
int depth; //depth of node 
int visited; //node visited or not 
int n_attr; //number of attributes of itemset in this tree 
int **itemset; / /at leaf node, stores set of itemsets “ 
//int: an attribute of an itemset 
int *support; / /at leaf node, support of corresponding itemsets 
Itemset *overflow; //recording the itemset if overflow 
struct HashTreeNode *parent; //point to the parent node 
struct HashTreeNode *child[B_FACTOR+l]; //point to the child node 
)Hashnode; 
A.3 Global Variables 
In this section, we describe the global variables and some important local variables 
used in the programs of the Itemset-Loop and the Itemset-iLoop algorithms. 
1. Global variables 
• transactions : i-itemset, the integer stores the count arranged in descen-
dent order of the count 
• ordered�ndex: stores the attribute corresponding to the i-itemset in "trans-
actions" ,sorted in the same order. 
• attno: how many attributes as read from input file 
• maxtran: number of transaction as read from input file 
• M : upper bound on number of attributes in a transaction 
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• potentialS[M] : stores the potential itemsets 
• candidateS[M] : stores the candidate itemsets 
• extraS[M] : the {n+l)-th itemset, but not useful 
• support[M]: support of the N-th potential A;-itemset where 7Vis the desired 
number of A;-itemsets 
• lastsupport[M]: support of the {N+l)-th. potential A;-itemset 
• no_element[M] : number of element for candidate fc-itemset (not used) 
• extra_exist[M] : flag to indicate if the extraS exists. 
• n_most[M]: number of potential A:-itemsets 
2. Important variables 
• infUe: input file containing the given basket database e.g. smalLdat It 
stores 
(a) number of attributes 
(b) number of transactions 
(c) records: each record stores info of a transaction 
i. number of items in transaction 
ii. list of the attributes in the transaction, but no need to be in 
any order 
A.4 Functions 
We describe some important functions for all programs of the Itemset-Loop and the 
Itemset-iLoop algorithms in this section. These functions are described as follows 
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• Itemset *find_potential_l�temset(FILE *m/i/e, int n) 
It is a function to find the first n largest the potential i-itemsets. The input 
parameters are infile (data file) and n (number of itemsets required) And it 
outputs the potential i-itemsets. 
• Itemset *find_potentiaLl�temset_with_support(int newsupport) 
It is a function to find the potential i-itemsets having support greater than or 
equal to newsupport. The input parameters are newsupport (the new support). 
And it outputs the updated potential i-itemsets. 
• Itemset *find_potential_k�temset (Itemset *candidate, int n, int k) 
It is a function to find n largest potential A;-itemsets. The input parameters are 
candidate (candidate A:-itemset), n (number of itemsets required), and k. And 
it outputs the potential A:-itemsets. 
• Itemset *find-potential_k�temset_with_support (Itemset *candidate, int newsupport, 
int k) 
It is a function to find the potential A:-itemsets having support greater than or 
equal to newsupport. The input parameters are candidate (candidate fc-itemset), 
newsupport (the new support), and k. And it outputs the potential A i^temsets. 
• Itemset *find_n_potentiaLk�temset(FILE *infile, int n, int k) 
It is a main function to find the potential A:-itemset. The input parameters are 
infile (data file), n (number of itemsets required), and k (index for A:-itemset). 
And it outputs the potential A;-itemsets. Both the Itemset-Loop and the Itemset-
iLoop algorithms have this function. But the methods are different. 
• void gen_candidate(FILE *m/z7e,Itemset **candidate, Itemset *potential, Hashn-
ode **/ias/i,int *noJe) 
It is a function to generate the candidate (^^i)-itemsets from the potential k-
itemsets by the Apriori algorithm. An hash-tree (hash) is used for counting the 
support of the candidate itemsets. The input parameters are infile (data file), 
candidate (i.e. the candidate (k+l)-itemsets),potential (the potential A>itemsets 
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for producing candidate), hash (an hash-tree used for counting support), and 
noJe (for storing the number of candidate (A:+_/)-itemsets mined). 
In addition, we describe some important functions for the apriori.c source file. 
• Itemset *find_large_l�temset(int newsupport) 
It is a function to find the large i-itemsets having support greater than or equal 
to newsupport. The input parameters are newsupport (the new support). And 
it outputs the large 7-itemsets. 
• Itemset *find_large_k�temset(Itemset *candidate, int newsupport, int k) 
It is a function to find the large fc-itemsets having support greater than or equal 
to newsupport. The input parameters are candidate (the candidate A:-itemsets), 
newsupport (the new support), and k (index for fc-itemset). And it outputs the 
large ^-itemsets. 
We describe the important functions for the hashtree.c source file. 
• void Hashinsert(Hashnode **/ieac^,Itemset *litemset,'mt n.attr) 
It is a function for inserting the element (i.e. itemset) into the hash-tree. The in-
put parameters are head (the root node of the hash-tree), litemset (the itemset), 
and iattr (number of attributes in that itemset). 
• void Hashtraverse(Hashnode *head^'mt *transaction,int nth-attr,int max^ize) 
It is a function to traverse the hash-tree for counting the support of every itemset 
recursively. The support will be stored in the hash-tree. The input parameters 
are head (the root node of the hash-tree), transaction (array of a transaction), 
nth_attr (the starting attributes of the transaction to be traverse), and max.size 
(the size of the transaction). 
• int Hashtree_to_Candidate(Hashnode */ias/i, Itemset **citemset, int n_attr, int 
ri-potential) 
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It is a function to transform the hash-tree into the linked list of the candi-
date itemsets. The input parameters are hash (the root node of the hash-tree), 
citemset (the head of the linked list of the candidate itemsets), n_attr (num-
ber of attributes in the itemset), and njpotential (number of potential itemsets 
present in citemset originally). It outputs the update citemset and the number 
of itemsets in this linked list of the candidate itemsets. 
• void Hashsplit(Hashnode **currentNode,ltemset *litemset,'mt nMttr) 
It is a function to split the node of an hash-tree and to insert the new itemset 
{litemset) if it is full. The input parameters are currentNode (current node of 
an hash-tree for splitting), litemset (the itemsets needed to be inserted), n_attr 
(number of the attributes of that itemset). 
A.5 Result Format 
The result of all Itemset-Loop and Itemset-iLoop algorithms is printed as follows 
RESULT: 
< 58, [29240] > (58 is the attribute, 29240 is the count (support)) 
< 3256, [19885] > (32,56 are the attributes, 19885 is the count (support)) 
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Appendix B 
Programs for Mining the 
Multi-level Association Rules 
Using Data Cube 
In this chapter, we describe the programs, the data structures, the variables, and 
the main functions used in Chapter 3. And these programs are implemented with C 
language. 
B.1 Programs 
In this section, we describe the programs for mL-Layered-Search algorithm and the 
B+tree. They are implmented in C language and they are listed as follows 
• d313array.c 
It is the .c source code file for the mL-Layered-Search algorithm with a 3-D data 
cube and a 3-level concept hierarchy tree. The datacube is implemented by an 
array. 
• d314array.c 
It is the .c source code file for the mL-Layered-Search algorithm with a 3-D data 
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cube and a 4-level concept hierarchy tree. The datacube is implemented by an 
array. 
• d315array.c 
It is the .c source code file for the mL-Layered-Search algorithm with a 3-D data 
cube and a 5-level concept hierarchy tree. The datacube is implemented by an 
array. 
參 d413array.c 
It is the .c source code file for the mL-Layered-Search algorithm with a 4-D data 
cube and a 3-level concept hierarchy tree. The datacube is implemented by an 
array. 
• d414array.c 
It is the .c source code file for the mL-Layered-Search algorithm with a 4-D data 
cube and a 4-level concept hierarchy tree. The datacube is implemented by an 
array. 
• d415array.c 
It is the .c source code file for the mL-Layered-Search algorithm with a 4-D data 
cube and a 5-level concept hierarchy tree. The datacube is implemented by an 
array. 
• d513array.c 
It is the .c source code file for the mL-Layered-Search algorithm with a 5-D data 
cube and a 3-level concept hierarchy tree. The datacube is implemented by an 
array. 
• d514array.c 
It is the .c source code file for the mL-Layered-Search algorithm with a 5-D data 
cube and a 4-level concept hierarchy tree. The datacube is implemented by an 
array. 
參 d515array.c 
It is the X source code file for the mL-Layered-Search algorithm with a 5-D data 
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cube and a 5-level concept hierarchy tree. The datacube is implemented by an 
array. 
參 d313b+.c 
It is the .c source code file for the mL-Layered-Search algorithm with a 3-D data 
cube and a 3-level concept hierarchy tree. The datacube is implemented by a 
B+ tree. 
• d314b+.c 
It is the .c source code file for the mL-Layered-Search algorithm with a 3-D data 
cube and a 4-level concept hierarchy tree. The datacube is implemented by a 
B+ tree. 
• d315b+.c 
It is the .c source code file for the mL-Layered-Search algorithm with a 3-D data 
cube and a 5-level concept hierarchy tree. The datacube is implemented by a 
B+ tree. 
• d413b+.c 
It is the .c source code file for the mL-Layered-Search algorithm with a 4-D data 
cube and a 3-level concept hierarchy tree. The datacube is implemented by a 
B+ tree. 
• d414b+.c 
It is the .c source code file for the mL-Layered-Search algorithm with a 4-D data 
cube and a 4-level concept hierarchy tree. The datacube is implemented by a 
B+ tree. 
• d415b+.c 
It is the .c source code file for the mL-Layered-Search algorithm with a 4-D data 
cube and a 5-level concept hierarchy tree. The datacube is implemented by a 
B+ tree. 
參 d513b+.c 
It is the .c source code file for the mL-Layered-Search algorithm with a 5-D data 
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cube and a 3-level concept hierarchy tree. The datacube is implemented by a 
B+ tree. 
• d514b+.c 
It is the .c source code file for the mL-Layered-Search algorithm with a 5-D data 
cube and a 4-level concept hierarchy tree. The datacube is implemented by a 
B+ tree. 
參 d515b+.c 
It is the .c source code file for the mL-Layered-Search algorithm with a 5-D data 
cube and a 5-level concept hierarchy tree. The datacube is implemented by a 
B+ tree. 
• b+tree.c 
It is the .c source code file for the B+ tree. 
• md.h 
It is the header file for all programs of the mL-Layered-Search algorithm with a 
3-D data cube. 
• md4.h 
It is the header file for all programs of the mL-Layered-Search algorithm with a 
4-D data cube. 
• md5.h 
It is the header file for all programs of the mL-Layered-Search algorithm with a 
5-D data cube. 
• b+tree.h 
It is the header file storing the function prototypes for b+tree.c. 
• btfunct.h 
It is the header file storing the data structure of a B+ tree. 
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B.2 Data Structure 
In above programs, we use B+ tree for the simulation of the Data Cube. And the data 
structure of a B+ tree is as follows 
typedef struct BPTreeNode 
{ 
int block_no; / / the block number of a node, useless if running in memory 
int count; / / number of elements (keys) in this node 
int indicator; / / indicating a leaf node or an interior node 
int key[MAX]; / / keys of this node, the node can contain MAX keys 
int value[MAX]; / / value of the correponding key 
struct BPTreeNode *child[MAX+l]; / / pointers to the child node 
struct BPTreeNode *parent; / / pointer to the parent node 
} node; 
B.3 Variables 
In this section, we describe the important global variables in the programs of the 
mL-Layered-Search algorithm. 
• cubel : a data cube (in array form) in level one 
• datacubel : a data cube (in B+ tree from) in level one 
• DIMENSION : the number of dimenion of the data cube mined 
• n_fleld_leveLl[DIMENSION] : the number ofdistinct values for attributes in level 
one 
• base_Ll[DIMENSION] : the minimum value for attributes in level one (the base 
of attributes in level one) 
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B.4 Functions 
In this section, we describe important functions of mL-Layered-Search algorithms, and 
the B+trees These functions of mL-Layered-Search algorithms are described as follows 
1. The simulation of B+ tree 
• void mll(int *****cw6e, node *datacube, int n.field{], float min.supW, 
node *(*/iiemsei)[LEVEL][DIMENSION], int B/ocfcTVoOpIMENSION], 
int **path^ int tjpath) 
It is the main function to find itemsets with enough support by the mL-
Layered-Search algorithm. The input parameters are cube (a data cube in 
form of array, used for finding total), datacube (adatacube), nJieldW (the 
number of distinct data values in every attribute), min.sup (the minimum 
support), litemset (a B+tree for storing the large itemsets), BlockNo (a 
block number for a B+ tree, but useless), path (a concept hierarchy tree), 
and tpttth (the number of path in that concept hierarchy tree). The output 
is the large itemsets. 
• void find�arge�_l�temset(node *datacube, int total, int n_fieldQ, float 
min.sup, node **level, int *BlockNo, int baseQ) 
It is a function to find large /-i-itemsets with the support, min_sup. The 
input parameters are datacube (a data cube), total (the total count of 
cells), n.fieldQ (the number of distinct data value in that attribute), 
min^sup (the minimum support) ’ level (the root node of B+tree) ’ BlockNo 
(the block number of a B+tree, but useless), and base (the minumum value 
of the attribute, base). The output is the updated B+ tree storing the 
cells with enough support. 
• void find�arge�_2�temset(node *datacube, int total, int nJieldQ, float 
min_sup, node **level, int *BlockNo, int baseQ) 
It is a function to find large /-^-itemsets with the support, min.sup. The 
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input and output are similar with 
void find_large_Ll_itemset(node *datacube, int total, int n.fieldQ, float 
min_sup, node ^Hevel, int *BlockNo, int baseQ). 
參 void flnd_large_L3itemset(node *datacube, int total, int n.fieldW, float 
minsup, node **/eue/, int *BlockNo, int baseQ) 
It is a function to find large /-5-itemsets with the support, min.sup. The 
input and output are similar with 
void find_krge_Ll�temset(node *datacube, int total, int n.fieldQ, float 
min.sup, node **level, int ^BlockNo, int baseQ). 
• void find�arge�_4Jtemset(node *datacube, int total, int nJieldW, float 
minsup, node **/eue/, int *BlockNo, int baseQ) 
It is a function to find large /-(itemsets with the support, minsup. The 
input and output are similar with 
void find_large�_lJtemset(node *datacube, int total, int n.field{\, float 
min.sup, node **/eue/, int *BlockNo, int 6a5eQ). 
• void find�arge�_5�temset(node *datacube, int total, int n_/ie/rfQ, float 
min_sup, node **level, int *BlockNo, int baseQ) 
It is a function to find large /-5-itemsets with the support, min_sup. The 
input and output are similar with 
void findJarge_l_l�temset(node *datacube, int total, int n.field[^, float 
min.sup, node **level, int *BlockNo, int base\]). 
2. The simulation of array 
• void mll(int *****cw6e, int n.fieldQ, float min_sup[}, 
node *(*/eiemseO[LEVEL][DIMENSION], int B/ocA;7VoO[DIMENSION], 
int **path, int t_path) 
It is the main function to find itemsets with enough support by the mL-
Layered-Search algorithm. The input parameters are cube (a data cube), 
n-field[\ (the number of distinct data values in every attribute), min_sup 
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(the minimum support), litemset (a B+tree for storing the large itemsets), 
BlockNo (a block number for a B+ tree, but useless), path (a concept 
hierarchy tree), and t^ath (the number of path in that concept hierarchy 
tree). The output is the large itemsets. 
• void fincLlarge_LUtemset;(int; ******cu6e, int total, int n_/ie/</Q, float 
minsup, node **level, int *BlockNo) 
It is a function to find large /-i-itemsets with the support, minsup. The 
input parameters are cube (a data cube), total (the total count of cells), 
nJield]] (the number of distinct data value in that attribute), minsup 
(the minimum support), level (the root node of B+tree), and BlockNo 
(the block number of a B+tree, but useless) The output is the updated 
B+ tree storing the cells with enough support. 
• void fincUarge�_2�temset(int ******cw6e, int total, int nJieldW, float 
min_sup, node **level, int *BlockNo) 
It is a function to find large /-^-itemsets with the support, min_sup. The 
input and output are similar with 
void findJarge_LUtemset(int ******cw6e, int total, int n.field\], float 
min.sup, node **!evel, int *BlockNo). 
• void findJarge_L3Jtemset(int ******cube, int total, int nJieidQ, float 
minsup, node **level, int *BlockNo) 
It is a function to find large /-5-itemsets with the support, minsup. The 
input and output are similar with 
void find�argeil�temset(int ******cw6e, int total, int n_/ie/rfQ, float 
min_sup, node **level, int *BlockNo). 
• void findJarge�_4�temset(int ******cw6e, int total, int nJieldW, float 
min-sup, node **level, int *BlockNo) 
It is a function to find large /-+itemsets with the support, miusup. The 
input and output are similar with 
void find_large_LUtemset(int ******cw6e, int total, int n.fieldW, float 
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min.sup, node **/eue/, int *BlockNo). 
• void find�argeJ_5�temset(int ******cw6e, int total, int n_/ze/rfQ, float 
miu-sup, node **level, int *BlockNo) 
It is a function to find large /-5-itemsets with the support, minsup. The 
input and output are similar with 
void find�argeJ_l�temset(int ******cube, int total, int nJield\}, float 
min_sup, node **/eue/, int *BlockNo). 
3. B+ tree 
• int SearchNode(int targetKey, node *currentNode, int *pos) 
It is a function to search the corresponding node with the key, targetKey. 
The input parameters are targetKey (the kwy), currentNode (the B+ 
tree node to be searched), and the index of that key {pos). The output is 
the value corresponding to that key. 
• node *Insert(int *BlockNo, int newKey, node *root, int value) 
It is a function to insert the value with the key (newKey). The input 
parameters are BlockNo (the number of last block used), newKey (the 
key for insertion), root (the root node o f a B + tree), and value (the data 
value corresponding to newKey). 
參 void Split(int *BlockNo, int xKey, node *xNode, node *currentNode, 
int pos, int *yKey, node ^yNode, int value) 
It is a function to split the B+ tree node before insertion if it is overflowed. 
If it is overflowed, the current node {currentNode) will be split into two. 
They are the yNode and itself (currentNode). And the new B+tree node 
(xNode) and its key (xKey) will be inserted to the corresponding node 
(currentNode or yNode). The input parameters are BlockNo (the last 
block number used), xKey (the new key to be inserted), xNode (the node 
to be inserted), currentNode (the node to be split), pos (the index for the 
new key), yKey (the first key value of the new node created), yNode (the 
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new node created), and value (the data value to be inserted). The output 
is the updated nodes after splitting. 
• void InsertRotation(int xKey, node *xNode, node *targetNode, int pos, 
node ^adjacentNode,mt where,int value) 
It is a function to insert the data value and key by insertion. The input pa-
rameters are xKey (the frist key in xNode), xNode (the node /subtree tree 
for appending to targetNode or adjacentNode), targetNode (the original 
node to be modified because of overflow),pm/; (the index of targetNode to 
be started for updating), adjacentNode (the adjacent node for inserting 
data from targetNode), where (the index of adjacentNode to be started 
for updating), and value (the data value). The output is the updated 
corresponding nodes (targetNode and adjacentNode). 
參 node *Delete(int targetKey’ node *root) 
It is a function to delete the data corresponding to the targetKey. The 
input parameters are targetKey (the key for deleting), root (the root node 
of a B+ tree). The output is the updated B+ tree. 
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